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London: The Inns of Court The Abortion Controversy: 
A topic seldom openly discussed at 
USD Law Schooi. 
Featuring: 
• A Woman's Right to Privacy . 
• Catholic Scripture Scholar Silenced 
• Aspirin or Abortion 
• Other USO, Professor, Student, Community 
Contributions 
The purpose of this section is to 
promote interest in legal issues and 
encourage student, faculty, alumni 
and the community to participate. 
We are trained to be lawyers and 
criticaUy analyze issues. but we must 
never lose sight of the human side of 
the issues. the physical and psycho-
logical impact the legal decision will 
have on individuals and the 
community. . 
See pages 12-14 
issue. and several articles and opin-
ions from experts, people who have-
been effected by the decisions and 
those who feel morally obligated to 
speak. 
We appreciate your contributions. 
US() Summer Abrvad: Center r=eature This section is intended to present at least two opposing views on an 
Next month's issues for discussion 
will be: EUTHUNASIA and 
MERCY KILLING . Please submit 
your contributions to the Woolrnc/.: 
by October 15 or call 260-4600. ext. 
4343 to discuss the topic. 
paaes s & ~ 
oolsaek 
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Justices Bird, M osk, 
R evnoso, Grodin: . 
California-Agonizing 
Over Death Penalty ~ 
T here has been tremendous agony 
over the issue of resuming execu-
tions in the state Of California . Jus-
tice M osk has been diametrically 
opposed to the death penalty for the 
past 25 years expressing the selJ(iment 
that the death penalty is unconstitu-
tional. Mosk along with Justices 
. Reynoso , Bird and Grodin have 
been under siege by a California 
populus who believe they are defy-
ing the majority by blocking execu-
tions in this state. There have been 
constant attacks on the Court 's capi-
tal punishment record. 
Governor Deukmejian has 
spoken out against the Court in 
accusations of allowing murderers 
legal rights and remedies which are 
unreasonable. Mosk (who may 
retire before the ·next elections as he 
is 72 years old), Bird, Reynoso and · 
Grodin are the targets of -prosec11-
tors statewide who hope for their 
defeat in the next election. The citi-
.i'ens of California have placed their 
dissatisfaction on the shoulders of 
the Court. 
The last execution in the state was 
in 196 7 but the current population 
on death row is 167 and is growing at 
a rate of one inmate a month. Even if 
no one else were ever sentenced to 
death in California , the state 
Supreme Court would have years of 
work deciding the cases. before it. 
The court is inundated with death 
penalty cases. In addition to the 
gravity attendant to any case in 
which a man's life is at stake, capital 
cases often present complex legal 
issues. not addressed in other cases 
which come before the Court. No 
mid-level court analyzes the issues in 
death cases or culls the facts. Under 
the state Constitution, that job is left 
to the seven justices and their staff. 
T.he legislature and Court are cur-
rently delving into the possibility of 
alternatives to the present system. 
The Court spends half of their 
time working on death penalty case? 
and unless something is done soon 
to speed up the process the Court 
will become a court devoted primar-
ily to capital cases. 
NON PROFIT OR<;. 
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'EDWIN MEESE III 
-Co_unsel/o.~ . To The PresirJ.ent 
Coming Home: 
USD's Ed Meese to Visit 
Attorney General Edwin Meese 
111 will be meeting at the Law School 
with members of the Board of Vis-
itors and the Law Alumni Board of 
Directors on September .28 . Meese's 
day on campus will include a break-
fast with the State Bar Board of Gov-
ernors as well· as~ a luncheon with 
student organi7.ation leaders. faculty. 
and guests of the Law School. 
At .I p.m .. Meese will be speaking 
in the Grace Courtroom. This will be 
followed by a question-and-answer 
session: and a reception on the Law 
School Patio. Student seating will be 
available but space is limited. Sign up 
in Dean Krant7.\ office on Monday 
and Tuesday. September 23 and 24 
ONLY. A separate sheet for evening 
.students will he posted at the Dean's 
Office on those dates and a propor-
tional number of seats will be made 
a\'ailable to evening students. 
USHERS NEEDED FOR MEESE 
PRESENTATIO'.\I 
Want to be sure to hear the Attor-
ney General on September 28'?'? We 
need 8 ushers to help seat guests at 
the I p.m. lecture. Please contact Bar-
bara Mendslson. in Room 20JF or 
call ext. 4J7J in the Lm School if 
you arc interested. 
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WOMEN IN LAW 
Women in Law held its first gen-
eral meeting of the 1985-1986 school 
year on Thursday, September 5, 
1985. 
. Approximately 45 women and 
men attended the meetings. The pur-
pose of these meetings was to intro-
duce old members to new members, 
describe go~ls of the organization 
and present some of the semester's 
coming act ivities. 
This year's first activity will be a 
panel on the pros and cons of anti-
pornography laws. Representatives 
frOJ11 San Diego's legal and political 
community, including Sherri Soco-
loff of the ACLU and Marla Mar-
shall from Councilwoman Gloria 




A DECADE OF TRADITION 
The 10th Annual. Michael Mohr 
Memorial Golf Tournament is sche-
duled for Sat.urday, October 26. This 
event, in memory of Michael Mohr, 
promises to be another great success 
this year. Lew Muller '77, a classmate 
of Mohr-~s. and the Tournament 
organizer, has told us that this year's 
tournament will indeed follow in the 
traditions of past years - celebrity 
guests and a day filled with fun and 
surprises . Sign-up sheets will be 
posted on campus. about October 
!st. Alumni' may contact the Alumni 
Office for futher details. 260-4600 
ext. 4373~ 
• • • The major event of the semester, 
and WIL's most ambitious under-
taking ever, is the 15th Annual Far · IMPORTANT: 
West Regional Conference on Dates to ·. 
Women and the Law October 25, 26 
27 . This conference, with the theme Calendar 
of "Unite to Influence the Future" 
Wednesday, September 29, 1985 
First day of on-campus interviews 
Friday. September 20; 1985 
Donald Wolf of the local I RS office 
has been in the planning since 
December 1984. The Board of Direc-
tors, all members of WIL, has 
created a quality event. Highlights of 
the conference include a Friday night will speak to interested students on 
speech by author and political acti- opportunities with the IRS. Fletcher 
vist Kate Millet, followed by a recep- Reception Hall, 12: 15 PM · 
tion. Also Midge Costanza, the first Wednesday, Octoqer 2. 1985 
female full assistant to · a United Larry Campbell, a USO alumnus, 
States President (Jimmy Carter's will speak to interested students 
cabinet} , will give the keynote · about career opport.unities with the 
address Saturday afternoon, fol- FBL Fletcher Reception Hall, 12:15. 
lowed by a reception. These Monday. October 21, 1985 
speeches, along with the 40 work- ".The .. Summer Associa'te Expe-
shops given over two days pro.mise to nence 
t ·t· C f f II Panel presentation by USO students crea e an exc1 mg ·on erence or a . . 
For more inf~rmation about WiL · who held 1985 summer associate 
events, check the WIL bulletin board positions. Grace Courtroom, 12: 15 
located on the bottom floor of the PM . 
law school just to the left of the Coke 
machine. All women and men stu-
dents, faculty, and staff are wekome 
and encouraged to attend all Women 
in taw programs. 
• • • PARKING ... SHORTAGE . . . 
SCHEDULED SPEAKERS RELIEF AND RULES: 
Monday, September 23 the Envir- We all know that parking on campus 
. onmental Law Society and Judge has become a ne~ve racking expe-
Coates will present the Environmen- rience. It seems as if the number cif 
tal and Natural Resources Law parking places are shrinking daily. 
Forum. The featured speaker is Pro- What has happened _accrding to 
fessor Harrison C. Dunning. Profes- Security is the resid~nts from De · 
sor Dunning will be speaking on the Sales are parking in the law school 
FUTURE 0 F CA LJ FOR N /A parking lot. 
WATER LA w. Topics he will .be S'ecurity is getting tough with these 
discussing range from bu_ying water . undergraduates, any resident student 
to the selenium crisis and water con- who parks in lots .not designated as 
servation. Professor Dunning has resident parking will be towed. This 
been a law professor at U.C. Davis new.rule should freee up more park-
since 1970 and has been the Director ing for commuting''Students. 
of the Davis Environmental Law Security has .also posted new rules, 
·Program for six years. Dunning was so take note. and follow these rules or 
the California Chair of ' the Water your car just might be towed.! '. 
Conservation Initiative in '82-83. I. DO NOT PARK ON MARIAN 
Join Professor Dunning and the WAY, UNLESS MARKED 
Environmental law society for wine 2. DO NOT PARK IN UN MARKE)) 
and cheese September 23 from 5 - SPACES 
6pmandaninformativelecturefrom 3. DO NOT PARK IN FIRE 
6 - 8pm. Where this event will be held LANES 
will be announced at a later date, 4. DO NOT PARK BLOCKING . 
please check the bulletin boards . T H E FR E E U SE 0 F ANY 
Students Active Nuclear Disar- STREET 0~ ROAD 
m~ament S.A.N.D. will present 5. DO NOT PARK ON USD 
Gerald Johnson sp_eaking on . . . PROPERTY WITH OUT A 
"Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty ... Neces- V AUD PARKING PERMIT 
sity For The World" Tuesday, 6. DO NOT PARK INHANDl-
Oct~ber I from 5 to 7pm in the.man- CAPPED ZO,NES WITHOUT 
chester Conference Room. PROPER AUTHORIZATION 
Gerald Johnson is a physicist with 7. DO NOT PARK IN ANY RE-
TRW Space System and was the 'sERVED OR MARKED AREA 
chief hegociator. of atmos phere WITHOUT PROPER PARKIN G 
nuclear test ban. He was also the PERM.IT OR AUTHORIZATION 
Under Secretary of Defense to Presi- . FOR THAT AREA. 
dent Kennedy. . 8. RESIDENT ST UDENTS, 
All student faculty and staff are PARK ONLY IN AS.SIGNED 
invited and admission is free. PARKING LOTS. 
'Clrt1e ~oofaadt - September 19, 1985 
State-of the School Address 
•' - . 
Well, it is back to the ol' grind as 
we come to the realization that 
summer is definitely over. Those of 
us who still come to class with a tan 
have obviously not been doing our 
quota of work. For those of you who 
have not been neglecting your work 
you might be pleased to note that .the · 
SBA is doing everything ttiey can to , 
make this year a little more enjoyable 
for you. 
The SBA is pleased to have seen 
an excellent interest by first year stu-
dents of the SBA. Nineteen first year 
students are competing for four class 
representative positions. We -of the 
SBA applaud such enthusia!Tls. We 
encourage those who do not win this 
year to get involved in other ways to 
contribute to the edification of our 
school. . While it is too early to 
announce the first year class repre-
sentatives, the election.returns are in 
for all other class representatives. · 
The new leaders are Leonor A vita 
·and Cleve Hatch, second-year day; 
Jill Blatchley, second-year night; 
Jody Landry and Ann Whitefield, 
third-year day; Kathryn Ribi, third-
year night; and, Bud Klueck, fourth-
year night class representative. 
For those students who do not 
have insurance coverage· in case of 
sickness and _or an accident, we urge 
you to drop by the SBA office and 
by Doug Fried.nash 
SBA -President 
look into the SBA plan. Our plan is 
similar to the USO plan except for 
one major. difference. The University 
plan costs $275.00 while the SBA 
plan is only $135.00 
Acting in our liason capacity, the 
SBA is responsible for informing stu-
dents about the various faculty /stu-
dent committees and appointment 
student representatives . Anyone 
interes,ted is urged to check the SBA 
Bulletin Board for information and 
sign-ups for the following commit-
tees: Academic Rules, Admissions 
and Scholarship, Appointments, 
Curriculum, Faculty-Student Rela-
tions, Graduate Programs, · Library 
Policy, Skills Training and Clinical 
Education, Space Planning; Special 
Faculty Programs, and Special Self-
Study Task Force. 
Dean Krantz has been an active 
proponent o(the SBA's liason role 
and will meet with us regularly 
through.out the year to become 
apprised of student needs and s ugges-
tions. For example, we have been 
working with him in rectifying the 
poor photo-copy machinefy in the 
library. I, believe we will see the fruit 
of these. discussions very shortly. 
Along these li_nes, an open forum 
with Dean Krantz is .now being sche-
duled so that the faculty can address 
your needs and concerns. 
Mark Your Calendar's 
Bringing quality speakers and pro-
grams is a major priority of the SBA. 
Appiications are now being·accep\ed 
for a Program Chair, who will be 
responsible for. setting up a calendar . 
of informative programming; vis-a-
vis bringing distinguished speakers 
and symposiu,ms to this campus. 
Right now the. SBA is engrossed in 
its annual budget hearings. The SBA 
tries to allocate $13,000 worth of 
funds to student groups requesting 
well over $35,000. Unfortunately, we 
do not have a bottomless pit of finan-
cial resources so we urge student 
groups to be understanding of our 
financial cpnstraints. 
We urge students to check our bul-
letin board. which contains informa-
tion about our upcoming events such 
as the talent show, Halloween 
Dance, and up-coming speakers. In 
our first month of ·operation (this 
school year) ,we saw an extremely 
suq:essful Orientation Picnic in 
which over 300 people enjoyed soft-
ball, sunshine and comraderie. The 
First Annual Welcome Dance was a 
. success also as over 400 people came 
to dance to the muic of our own 
~safari of Love." 
. We of the SBA look forward to a 
great year with a much stu~ents par-
ticipation as possible. 
N,otes fro01 the Alumni Association 
~CLASS REUNIONS" 
The Class of 1965 will hold it's 
Twenty-Year ·Reunio~ on Friday, 
September 27. Cocktail hour will be . 
at 6:30 p.m. at.Jhe Law School. fol-
lowed by dinner at the .MCRDOffic- . 
er's Club. Last-minute reservations 
can be made by .calling the Alumni 
Office at 260-4600. ext. 4373. 
CONTINUING THE TRADI-. 
TION .. . 
While not a pennant-decider, the 
Padres vs '. Mets game was thorougly 
enjoyed by all who attended earlier 
this month. The 45 students and 
alumni who attended the third 
A.lumni Association sponsore~ 
Padres' Night this year .. enjoyed 
dinner from El Indio, as well as a 
three-home run show by New York 
Met Gary Carter. 
MARK YOUR CALENDARS! 
The Class of 75 has scheduled it's 
Reunion for Saturday, November 2 
at the LawSchooL John Little, chair-
man. of the Reunion committee, 
promises ~just a little bit of entertain-
n;enr along with dinner a~d danc-
ing. Watch your mail. More details 
to come. If you would lik~ to volun-
teer contact the Alumni Office at 
260-4600,-ext. 4373 or John Little at 
232-6846. 
CASINO NIGHT 
Saturday, Qctober 5 is· the date of 
the Class of 80 five-year reunion, 
scheduled at the Law School. Monty 
Mcintyre and an active committee of 
volunteers have planned an evening 
of gaming and fun! Reservations are 
still being taken. ·Call the Alumni 
Office for further details or to 
reserve your tickets! 
STATE BAR LUNCHEON 
There's still time vo MAKE 
YOUR RESERVATION for the 
State Bar Luncheon, scheduled for 
Monday, September 30 at the Town 
and Country Hotel. BER.NIE WIT-
KIN will be the featured speaker. 
Tickets. are $13 per person. Call your 
Alumni Office to reserve a seat - 260-
4600. ext. 4373. Students and faculty 
welcome! 
In conjunction with the .Sta~e Bar 
Convention week, the California '""' · 
Young Lawyer's Association will 
SP,Onsor a picnic on ~The Point" at 
USO on Saturday, September 28 _at 
· 11 :30 a.m. See.the State Bar Conven-
tion program for furt~er details. 
LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
ELECTIONS 
Watch your mail. Your .ballot for · 
election of officers for 1986 will be 
mailed to you soon. PLEASE 
VOTE. The active involvement of 
interested alumni has increased ' over 
the past few year~. Your alumni asso-
ciation ' has been able to offer a 
greater number and ~ider variety of 
educational opportunities both for 
practitioners and for students as well 
as increased social activi ty.Your par-
ticipation is appreciated. 
(ii m4~ ~nnlsnck 
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OPINION 
Editorial· · 
Like A Rolling Stone 




Well, I'm back in school. How 
come this place looked so much better 
As you the reader are aware, or As to my view on the abortion too .general. Let's say that a baby is this summer? Pr~bably because I was 
soon will be aware, The Woo/sack decisions, I think the present rules aborted in the sixth month. But,. the working full time in a law office. 
has taken, for it, a bold journalistic represent a poor piece of judicial baby is aborted alive. This has hap- The second floor looks more awe-
step. The editor in chief ;md the man- craftsmanship which is at the very pened on numerous occasions. What some than ever. All our baseball 
aging editor have decided to discuss a least outdated: I feel the decision in does the rule say to do? It says . studs_ you can always tell who the 
different topic in each of the remain- Roe v. Wade was more a collection nothing and nothing is done for the baseball studs are because tlrey 
ing issues of The Woo/sack. The first of nine men's personal views on a . baby. The baby is left to die.' belong to the teams with the name 
topic to be discussed is abortion: subJect . than a determination · of a Usually when a rule oflaw is found like "winners" or "champions~. You 
Some have said that the University bona fide constitutional right. I to be wanting the rule is modified in see big guys, studs generally; don't have 
of San Diego.Law School and espe- wonder ifthe decision was worth the order to deal with th<; new fact situa- to think up· cleyer names like "min-
cially The Woo/sack are not the pla- price the legal and judicial commun- tion. But not the abortion rulings imum contacts" because they don't 
ces to be discussing that issue. My ' ity have paid in terms of lost respect. because they are so political in have to be clever. I have always won-
reflexive response was to agree with The attempt to legally define a nature. But, since when should the dered why big guys come to law 
them. But after thinking about it, fetus as anything but a human life Supreme Court be making political school, big guys don't need the law to 
and overcoming my conditioning, I was totally unconvincing. Especially decisions? True, the Court must bal- get what they want; they just go get it. 
could find no reason why the issue in light of the fact that both Property ance policy, there is no .denying this But anyway, since the second floor 
should not be discussed. and Tort. law for years have based as a practical reality. But the line div- has become official they don't have 
. First, for years in the public certain rules of law upon the very _ iding acceptable politicking by the to climb those unfamiliar stairs into, 
schools I was forced to keep quiet premise that a fetus is a human life. Court was clearly crossed in the Roe for them, uncharted second and third 
and not discuss abortion, except as a The decision led to a total contradic- decision. The insidious twist is that fl Ii oor waters to md out who. they 
means of birth control, or other"reli- tion in la,w. For certain purposes the since the Roe decision enumerated a · · · play agamst on Thursday night 
gious" issues because we were in a fetus is a human life, for others it is constitutional right no legislature can . because the intramural board has 
public school. If 1 wanted to discuss only pregnancy' tissue. The ultimate limit that right without running afoul been moved' down to the first floor. 
those issues then I should go to a determination lay in the circumstan- of what the Supreme Court says the That's doubly good, baseball guys 
private school. Well, 1 am in a private ces and the whim of a parent. Constitution says. like doubles, because the law reylew 
school. Under Roe a·fetus recognized as a The 14th amendment had to be table, when they grace us, is right by 
. Second, the topics to be discussed human· heir while in uter·o. can subse- tortured in order for a fetus to be . and it is much easier for the guys to 
. ~are to be just ,that, discussed. These quently be denied this right ifaborted determined n0n-h um an life. The find someone to read' the gam~ table 
topics are not lectures. As legal scho- because it Qever was a human life. By Roe decision g_ci~ agairiSl: a b~dy of :. . .1.Q !hem.'~ ~ , ·,_ . -: ~. · · · 
lars we will present at least two sides definition here the right to be an . law;tfH!!,~aysaJe~~caq;poss'ess:1¢gai ~ · " ~ · · 
of the issue. we will present ~or~ if. ~ ;,·.·~~ii;" _can.';;!>pl~\ vest:i~•a'Jrciffi'~itlife: .. ~·rights.T.he· Nie is much too general. Well, l.'ve been there. I've been in 
people- respond- with differe.nt, So, at one moment the fet.us is an The Court's ·basis for making the the law review office. I know everyb-
respectable. views. heir, the next moment this right is decision, in · order to get around its ody sits in .the second. floor lounge in 
, Third.' Jast year the Hi;arsay was terminated through.an ab~rtion. The constitutional and legal limitations, the hbrary and wonders what itlooks 
dl~'Qirided .. because they treated an fetus possessed a right that'was termi- relied on the weighing of policy . like in there. ·1ve ·been there, aild· I've 
"issue~ so poorly that over rumors of nated and yet was not life? This con- considerations. got the scoop on the easiest way into 
retaliatory action by the one treated nection between having a right and Today, thousands of Pro-life par- law review kingdom. It's easy, go 
poorly, the paper was coerced to dis- conversely having to be alive is a ents are telling their children that the around to the moot court offices, 
. band. I assume that if we don't treat problem Roe riever dealt with. They highest court in this I~,hd authorizes, 
an issue poorly and present the topics held that a fetus is not life. But they in their opinion, .fhe murder of 
buried in a less prominent place, 
both in the minds of on-campus 
recruiters and ihe library, go in; walk 
ro the back. Then take a left where 
they are .thinking of putting in the 
drive-in bank; slip St. Peter some 
cash, take two giant steps forward, 
and you are in. Now, after regaining 
your composure, and adjusting to 
the holy glow that now surrounds 
your being, glide out through the 
front door, land softly, and go back 
into the lounge Just like I did, Note: 
make s_ure and do this when a bunch 
of your friends are refreshing them-
selves. If you want you can even do it 
with a smug look on your face. I 
mean let's fit in. W oid of caution: 
Don't bring in those coffee cups with 
poker hands on them. that is petty, 
petty, petty_ and you won't glow. 
I talked with our SBA president. I 
told _him I was bored and wanted 
some dirt on him · to write about. 
That is some tan Doug. Do you plan 
on passing your classes? C'mori 
Doug, last year we just barely missed . 
having a VP who would have had to 
been, uh removed if he had w.on the 
run-off because he forgot to make 
oHtlines arid he uh missed the- cut. I 
know USO wants to be a practical 
'hands-on: school, but we don't want 
a prattical removal from office. 
Let's call a truce, Doug. This is the 
deal: You take me on those all-
expense paid trips. and 111 write nice 
things about you. We11 just take the 
money out of the International Law · 
Clubs' budget. 
in a fair. respectable manner then we did not explain how this non-life inocent· life. Based on all of the 
will not receive the same fate as the could still possess legal rights. above, I don't think the decision was 
Hearsay-removal from publication. The. rule allowing abortions is also worth the price. LETTERS: 
Guest Editorial: Rafael Aguilar 
Your Papers Pleas~ -
Are you an unemployed Ameri-
can in search of a job? Contact your 
local Immigration. Naturalization 
Service/ Border Patroal (INS / BP) 
office. Ask them to provide you with 
a list of sites they are likely to raid. 
But beware, those ·of you .Ameri-
can's of Mexican heritage .. Y oil may 
be singled out and asked to produce 
"papeles"; that is proper ·citizenship 
identification. 
Two recent incidents involving 
the INS/ BP substantiate the outcry 
by the Hispanic community that 
they are a direct target of indiscrimi-
nate harassment as well as violations 
of thier rights as American citizens. 
One such incident which speaks 
for itself was the well-publicized Del 
Mar raid, of8 (23/85. This incident 
raises many legal questions. How-
ever, the allegations of harassment. 
are a more relevant issue, readliy 
· substantiated by the manner in 
which the raid was conducted. 
The raid was directed ·specifically 
at one certain type of person - the 
worker who looked Mexican, and 
presumed to be illegal. These pre-
sumed illegal Mexican workers were 
·Singled out and asked to produce 
.identification and proof of Ameii-
can citizenship. This type of ac~ion 
· infriges on the rights of Hispanics in 
the .c_ommuinity. It humiliates the 
average, hard _working Hispanic 
who may also be subjected to an 
indiscrimiante search by the 
INS / BP. 
The INS / BP scare tactic reflects 
on the community as a whole 
because of the preferential treatment 
they' give different meg;be~s of the 
community. One wonders if the 
INS/PB bothered to inte~rogatethe 
jockeys, concession workers or even 
the bidders themselves! 
Another startling event ~hat 
shocked the Hispanic community . 
was the corroboration between Taxi 
cab drivers and the INS/PB. It was 
alleged that the INS/ BP pursued the · 
cabbies to inform them wh'en and 
where fares of presumed illegalMex-
ican s were dropped off. The 
INS/ BP allegedly put pressure on 
the cabbies by threatening to prose-
cute for transportation of illegal 
Mexicans. The JBS/BP places the 
cabbies in a precarious postiton to 
pick up fares and earn their living 
running· the risk of harrassment by 
the INS/BP. The only alternative is 
to avoid fares from individuals hav-
ing the characteristics of an "illegal. 
Mexican." Now, can you imagine 
not being able to flag down a cabbie . 
because you .look Mexican? Thes_e 
tactics lead to negative feelings in the 
Hispanic co.mminity, because the 
vast majority , of theses individuals 
are indeed American citizens. 
Yes Today 
Fortunately, there has been some 
progre_ss in countering the INS/ BP 
practices. 
For instance, the INS/BP would 
freely conduct individual raids In 
city government offices, including 
city hall, looking for illegal Mexi-
cans. Some cities have countered the 
INS/ BP by restricting the unauthO-
rized raids. For example the mayor 
of Chicago, Harold Washington, 
issued an executive order instructing 
Chicago's city departme~ts n~t to 
corraborate with the INS/BP. Sim-
ilar policies have: been invoked in 
various major cities. 
It should be kept in perspective 
that if the San Diego community is 
to derive ma)\imum benefit from the 
manpower it has in the Hispanic 
community, the policies of the · 
. INS/BP must come under close 
scrutiny~ The INS/BP must not be 
allowed to · implemenfthefr policies· 
in· whatever manlier they choose. 
The negative . impact the INS/BP 
has on the Hispanic community in 
general has broader effects in the 
, community at large. It is acknowl-
edged that the INS/ BP have a job to 
do, and that is no.t argued. It is the 
manner in which· they choose to 
treat Amerieans of Mexican decent 
that hurts us iir in the end. 
.Dear Editor: 
Thank you for sending me the 
August 29th edition of The Woo/-
sack. I enjoyed an article entitled "A 
New Trend In Personal · Injury 
Decisions?" 
The person writing the article took 
at least two sentences to sum up·the 
evidence in each of two cases. Then. 
by logical extension. the author 
argued by implication that judges 
and juries are tired of "bleeding 
heart" stories and much more apt to 
place the fault on the plaintiff While· 
the artide makes interesting reading 
and will be the subject of comment at 
the highest levels of the legal com-
munity. I'm not so sure that it repres-
ents a major trend in legal decisions. 
Better than 95% of all personal 
injury cases settle before the time of 
trial. Of those 5% which reach the 
trial stage. many settle during the 
course of trial. Perhaps 21/!%-3~·r · 
actually go to the jury. Those jury 
verdicts thu~ represent the beit of 
cases or the worst ·of cases. 
There are many reasons for trying 
a lawsuit. Among them are
1
that the 
case is one with serious injuries· but· 
with thorny issues of. liabilty . 
Another is· a case with clear liability. 
but 4uestionable injuries. Another 
might . be a simple inability of . the 
parties to reach an agreement based 
upon liability and damages. 
I h.ope that your aut~or continues . 
with , an interest in pe~sonal injury 
law. I(is a field which .continues to 
give a number of us emotional. intel-
. lc;ctuai (!nd economical satisfaction. 
: · Yours .very truly. 
Anth<;>ny F. l\.1·ournia11. Es9. 
To the editor: 
In the first issue of the Woo/sack 
we were again Created to an anti-
abortion article written by a male. 
Worse yet. it was an article difficult 
to decipl)er. 
Mr. Cowen apparently was saying 
it is time to tum from "Holmesian" . . . 
law, which he claims reflects the 
fickle tides ofsocial morality .. and to 
base· our law, instead, on some invio-
late collective morality that remains 
immutable in our viscera throughout 
time. 
Aside from most of us not ·know-
ing what this. common moral belief · 
we all hold is, Mr. Cowen misses the 
point of the abortion debate. Morals 
are a· matter of personal conscience. 
Because of this, each one of us must 
make our own cho.ice as to the mor-
als we embrace. Abortion is a ma tier 
of personal moral chpice. There .is no 
concensus by scientists, religious 
leaders, doctors, philosophe~s. lawy-
ers. or the average person on the 
street when life be,~ins. 
Issues of moral dioice should not 
be decided ·by ,law. 
Cheryl Geyennan . 
· Males are unqualified to speak on 
abortion. Their opinions should then 
be given little weight. Roe v. Wade 
was written b~r nine males. 
-ed. 
4 
FiTst Event of the Year! . 
Annual SBA Picnic 
The Sports Center was traveled 
bv some very special people on Sun-
d~\'. the 25th or August 1985. Over 
200 "lawyers to be" formed a rather 
friendly atmosphere, There was 
much food. drink. laughter and sport 
on hand for all who attended. Since 
the we~ther was hot the pool served 
as a refreshing alternative to over-
exertion from play_ing softball. Many 
~bronzed" bodies graced the swim 
area as stude~ts absorbed thei_r last 
rays for the summer. 
This spot on campus is the ulti- · 
mate party area. The huge Bar-B-Q 
stood against the tennis court fence. · 
along side were tables which held 
buns. potato salad ·and other treats. 
The main attraction. though. wasthe 
beer. In many instances newcomers 
arrived and ~ithout giving the 
burgers or oversized hot dogs a 
second glance. scurried over to the 
keg area. All good things must>e end. 
the kegs were' dry by 2:30 p.m. Two 
particularly industrious law students 
piled .several cases of warm soft 
drinks .as barter. disappeared and 
then materialized with several cases 
of cool ones. The last cans were dem-
olished by the remaining law stu-
dents who were engaged in a 
marathon of softball games. 
The players rotated every three 
innings. and there was an endless 
game of softball which lasted the bet-
ter p·art of six hours. Many sore arms 
and legs must have been the results. 
The mood was light but the dawn 
of ~nother . year of hard work was · 
obvious. Whether at the pool sunba-
thing. under a· tree eating. or playing 
softball drinking. the subject of law 
school was prese~t. Comri10n dia-
logues included ~who did you have 
for Contracts last yearr ~oh! If I 
had him I'd have received an •A· 
also". or "My schedule this year 
includes this and that~ etc. 
In short, t\le picnic provided a 
chance to begin new relationships or 
to strengthen old friendships. An 
atmosphere of family existed 
amongst the law. students. Many 
huddled in very closely knit groups 
while conversing. There was much 
touching. although no torts to . my 
knowledge were committed. 
These future lawyers constitute a 
fine group of people. I am proud to 
be a part of the USD law commun-
ity. Referring to Harrison Tweed. ~1 
have a high opinion of lawyers .. , 
They are better to work with or play 
with .or fight with or drink.with. than 
m~st other ·varieties of mankind.~ It 
sounds as if Mr. Tweed had attended 
the SBA law school picnic. 
News from Moot Court Board 
Upcoming: Alumni Tort · Competition 
The 1985-86 USD Appellate 
Moot Court Board wishes to wel-
come all new and returning law stu-
dents. and e_ncourages them to 
participate in the coming tourna-
ments. The n~embers of the new 
board are: Timothy L. Nemechek. 
Chair: Paula Garrison Tupper. Vice-
Chair: Curtis Westfall. Treasurer: 
Tournament Coordinators are Wil-
liam J. Becker. Jr .. Cathleen Brown 
Nichols. Julian (.L. Cjiang. Shan-
non Evans. Sheryl S. King. and Ellen 
R. Serbin. National Team members 
are Lynn Buchy. Jennifer A. Kearns. 
and Mark S . Siegel. 
The first competition. the 
Attorney-Client. was held August 30 
and September 3-4. Fifty-four tea·ms 






1958 Sunset Cliffs · Box 119 
San Diego, CA 92107 
participated. The final round was 
held in the Grace Courtroom.judged 
by attorneys Leo Katz and Murray 
Bloom. and Janet Sims of the USD 
Counselling Center. Allyson Swanye 
and Mark Rutherford took first 
pl;ice, with Sarah Capito and Anne 
Farias placing second. Th!rd place 
was filled by Sue Melton and Mary-
lynn Samios. The Fourth Place team 
co·nsisted of Carolyn Gordon and 
Linda Wisener. 
Tli~ second competition. the 
Alumni Tort. will be held on Sep-
tember 18. 19 and 20. The problem 
was handed out on September 5. and 
concerns questions of libel in the area 
of print journalism. complicated by 
the addition of areas involving satire. 
The winner will receive a ,free bar 
review course. 
The third fall competition . will be 
the Jessup lnteFnati.onal Law Com-
petition. The problem will be avaifa-
. . ble on October · I. All students are 
encouraged to compete. A team of 
two students will be selected from the 
' participantsto represent USD in the 
Regional Competition. The Moot / 
Court Board sponsors the Jessup in 
conjunction. with the International 
Law, Society. 
The tinal fall competition will: be 
the Honorable Jack Levitt Law. and 
Motion Competition. The· problem 
will be available on November 5 and 
oral arguments will be November 19. 
20 and 21. 
If.there are any . questions _ ab~ut 
the competitions or ·the Moot Court 
Board in general students should feel 
free to drop by the Moot Court 
Office . on the second 11oor of the 
library. or ask any member of the 
Board. Office hours will be posted on 
the otlice door. . 
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by Maxwell C-A,gha 
Staff Writer · 
Deputy l.J.S. Trade Representa-
tive, Mike Smith, 'announced _last 
month ata World Affairs Council" 
Meeting in San Diego that the Uni-
ted States ·is entering a critical stage 
. in trade negotiations with Japan. 
This is due to the drive in Congress to 
protect United States's industries 
from foreign competition. At the 
pres~rit more than 200 trade bills 
have been introduced in Congress 
and Smith said the reason the protec-
t ion ism sentiment is becoming 
strong is because the 37 biHiori dol- .• 
lars in trade imbalance between the 
United States and Japan cannot be 
politically sustained any longer. 
Smith said, "While the 
Administration is concerned it 
clearly does not think that the prob-
lem should be solved by import res-
trict ions." The result is a high 
likelihood that the President will 
veto any import restriction bill that 
passes in Congri::ss. 
The key to reducing the 37 billion 
dollars i.n trade deficit, according to 
Smith is market access. That is, he 
added. "there bas to be the percep-
tion in the United States that the Jap-
anese are keeping their markets open 
to foreign goods." 
Smith armoimced that the United 
States has stressed-to the Japapes~ 
during recent trade negotiation tfie 
necessity of opening their markets. 
These goals can be achieved by the 
Japanese taking reasonable steps 
towards removing import barriers 
such as the high tarrifs imposed on 
som.e U.S. goods ai:id reducing the 
amount of time it takes U.S. busi-
nessmen too btain licensing a~d certi-
fication of new businesses in Japan. 
The strength of the dollar overseas 
has compounded the trade deficit to 
some extent. According to Smith the 
high value of the dollar is due in part 
to an early decision within the 
Administration to cure the last reces.-
sion by allowing foreign goods easy 
access to U.S . markets. This decision 
was good in terms of the reduction in 
the rate of inflation. but damaging to 
U.S. exports overseas. The dollar's 
strength also results in part from the 
country's hugh and continuing 
budget deficit. 
To calm the protectionist tidi:; in 
Congress Smith suggested that it is in 
the best interest of the Japanese to . 
start reducing tarrifs on some 
imported items like telecommunica-
tions equipment and aircraft alumi-
num. If Japan would purchase more 
U.S. Goods in the next few months 
this also would help reduce the call 
for protectionism. 
Smith sugges!ed that protection-
ism may save some jobs. but consu~ 
mers will almost. always' suffet 
because the limit on supplies will 
drive the prices higher. 
Visiting Dignitary 
Chief Justice Reynoso 
By Leonor C. Avila 
How will the balance of demo-
cracy be effected by the 1986 reten-
tion elections? Should courts be 
subjected to popular whim? These 
are central issues to be discussed at 
the Western Regional Conference of 
the National Lawyers · Guild. The 
three · day conference will include a 
k~ynote speech and various work-
shops and semirlars. The speech will 
be held here. at U.S.D. on October 
18. 1985 while the workshops and 
Edmund G. Brown 
• 1969-1976 Professor of Law, 
University of New Mexico, _School 
of Law, Alburquerque, New 
Mexico 
~ From 1978 through the present, 
Justice Reynoso has been 
appointed by Presidents, Carter 
and Reagan to various commis- . 
sions, most notably, the United 
Nations Committee on Human 
Rights and the Select Commission 
on Immigration and · Refugee 
Policy 
seminars will be held at Western •In 1982,JusticeReynosobecame 
State University. College of Law on the first Hispanic to be appointed 
the 18th, 19th and 20th. to the California Supreme Court. 
The speech will be sponsored 'by / Justice Reynoso's speech wil,l be 
the La Raza Law Students Associa- held on October 18, t985 at 8:00 
tion in conjuction with . the· U".S-.- p.m. in the Manchester Audito-
Mexico Law ' [n_stitute. J ·ustice . rium on campus. Registration for 
Reynoso; of the California Supreme the speech will be held _at the Man-
Court, will be the featured speaker. chester auditorium from 7-8 p.m. 
Justice ReynoSo's name . will on the 18th. A question a_nd answer app~ar oi;i the 1986 ballot fort.he ret- period will follow th_e speech. A 
~ntion election. His <;liscussion of wine and cheese reception will be 
judicial elections should. therefore, held in honor of.Justice Reynoso at 
shed some light on this current con- approximately 9:30 p.111. in rooms 
troversy of iffterest to the legal A and B of the auditoriuin 
cort1munity. (upstairs). Donations will be $5.00. _ 
Justice Reynoso has. had an There will be pre-fegistration for 
impressive legal 'career. Some of the the entire conference at Western . 
highlights of his careerare as follows: State University, College of Law · 
• 
1 
on Oct. 18th. Fees are. $15 for, 
• 1958 graduate from .Boal! Hall, members. of the National Lawyers 
University of CalifOrnia. Berkley. Guild and $20 for non-members. 
• 1959-1968 Private Law Practice Inte.rested persons should call 
with Reynosoa~dDuddy (619) 233~1701 for additional 
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by the Penguin 
Staff Writer 
First in a series of. inter alia. where 
to drink, where to eat Mexican food , 
where not to be a law student, best 
lines, worst phone nuri1bers. and best . 
party award .. This week - "pub cra-
wling in P.B." 
Cass Street Bar : Beers. burgers 
and shuffleboard. Women who warit 
real odds are · crazy not to go here. 
Get trashed while doi.ng your 
laundry across the street. Fun: Mon.-
Sat. Highly recommended. 
Newport Annie:s: Happy hour 
.1'/arJs at I 1 p. m. 
Jos<: .• 1 urphy's: Rockin' but repeti- · 
tive. l :H : .;! year old slam dancing. Be 
sure to bring a drinking glove. 
Diego's: Either he a tourist or take 
one hume! One of the few bars that 
two people can spend $91 and riot get 
drunk. More meat in back (club). 
Old Pacific Beach Cafe: The place 
for "tight seals." Dancing is hot Mon-
day and Tuesday, very cool jazz rest 
of week. Too many tourists on 
weekends. 
The West End: Blue collar English 
pub. La Jolla girls looking for rock 
stars. 
Steamers: Newport Beach comes 
to San Diego. Best bet: rent a 
Porsche convertible and park it out 
·rront. then take a fat chick out for a 
ride. 
Tommy's: Next to Steamer's, is a 
culture shock. Bikers who couldn't 
make it in the real biker's bars. ie. 
Tugs. If you need a bed roll they 
hand them out from behind the bar. 
Mission Beach Club: Highly 
recommended by a panel of lushes 
i·or late night. weekend. booze-
i nd uc i ng. blues extravaganze. 
Beware of Wednesday. dike night. 
The Phinx : Eyeball s melting. 
bodies bursting. everybod y dance! 
(sung to theme from "Repro Man") 
A perp lex ing spqt of clique popular-
' ity. Be somcb.ody. bring a seal.(and a 
' traw). 
Billy Bones: Don't go there alone. 
Rocky's: Second best sports bar. 
with the best "slider" in P. B. Don't 
expect to meet anyone nice here 
though. 
Penguins. let's get _wet! For you 
studiers, hit it after the lil5rary. 
The 
Penguin 
The Pennant: Gotta love it! For -
beach-goers who ·don't like the sand. 
Always a party. a must on Sunday's. 
Mixed crowd . .. mixed minds . .. 
mi X< me another! It ain't nci disco. 
The Old Ox: Drunk yuppies. Nice 
place for Y.U.J.'s. nothing to do here 
though. 
Mannikan: Machismo en martes y 
· jueves. Probably the best P.B. bar for 
State _women and Swedes. If you can 
dance. the cover is worth it. Great 
place to pretend you're a cowboy. 
Remember the penguin pledge: 
Why be sober when you don't have 
to be'?! (Dictated but not read) . 
5 
DR. DICTA'S: 
Trivia. Dicta - - -
This mOnth: .Torts 
I. In Garratt v. Dailey how old was 
"sweet" little Brian? 
2. Name. th~ leading English case 
that developed the doc.trine of 
strict liability for abnormally 
dangerous c.onditions and 
activities. 
3. This product liability case caused 
the exception of~inherently dan~ 
gerous" to swallow the general 
rule of nonliability. · 
4. In summarizing implied accep-
tance of the risk in Murphy v. 
Steeplechase Amusement Co .. 
who said, "The timorous may 
stay at home"? 
5. The ship in Kinsman crashed 
into what New York state 
bridge? Name the ship. 
6. Ms. Palsgraf, while in a train sta-
tion, was hit on the head with 
what? 
What eaused ·them to fall? 
What famous judge wrote the 
by· Rich Sintek, Todd SteveriS 
Staff Writers 
majority opinion that later 
became the minority rule? 
Who wrote the dissenting 
opinion that later ·became the 
majority rule? 
7. Lord Abinger's broad language 
i;stablished privity in this English 
case. 
8. The 1863 English case of Byrne v. 
Broadie applied this famous doc-_ 
tripe which means "the thing 
speaks for itself'. It received this 
Latin formal name much later. 
It is a rule of evidence where 
neglience of the alkged wrong-
doer· may be inferred from the 
fact that the accident happened, 
provided 3 requirements are met. 
Name the 3 requirements. 
9. Name the authors who advanced 
the right to privacy in a famous 
1890 Harvard Law Review arti-
cle entitled "The Right to 
Privacy". · 
ANSWERS TO TRIVIA DICTA: 
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Drugs in Sports: A Fan's Eyeview 
It is all over the newspaper, both 
the sports' page and the front page. It . 
is in ·the courtroom'. -Let's' face the 
facts. it is in the locker room. The use 
of,drugs by professional athletes has 
for the moment caught the attention 
of the nation. It has my attention and 
I do not regularly watch sports. 
Drugs such as coca.ine. LSD , 
unprescribed amphela mines and 
barbiturates. and the like are all ille-
gal without the direct superv.ision by 
a physician (and sometimes even 
with supervision). This, however. is 
merely a statutory argument against 
the use of drugs by athletes (and eve-
ryone else). There is a more impor-
tant argument than illegality: the 
effect on the spectator. 
Heroes. idols, dare we say g·ods? 
This _is the perception of athletes as 
seen by both the young and _ the no 
longer young. If the use of'fcl rug5 by · 
athletes is tolerated. then how can we 
say no to the children and other fans 
who are influenced by What they see. 
Tfie effects of such an influence is not 
uncommon. and definitely not a 
thing of the past. Just look at the 
affect Madonna has had on the 
young._ Have you ever seen so many · 
imitators. Baseball, the all An1erican 
game, sets an example which 1,s 
bound to be widely followei:L 
When a young kid · hears tha.t the 
Mets' first baseman Hernandez · 
played a game on coke, or that ex-
Pirates' pitcher Ellis pitched a no-
hitter while under the ·influence of 
LSD. or that in one game Charlie got 
his Hustle from amphetamines, how 
can that kid be expected to believe 
that drugs are bad for you. The 
slugger Babe Ruth was notorious for 
being drunk most of the time. Could 
you see little leaguers washing down · 
uppers with a swig of Jack Daniels? 
Yet there is an opposing argument 
tci this controversy. The argument of 
capitalism. Both the athlete and the 
team play to make a profit. If a 
team's pitcher cannot throw a strike. 
he will not make the cut. If he can 
pitch a no-hitter once in a while. and 
otherwise consistently win. both- he 
and the team ca-n make millions of 
dollars. 
The_ team needs a winning lineup. 
by Guy Harrow, Staff· Writer 
The player must ·keep himself fit to 
play. Which w.oukl you rather havea 
drunk home run record hold.er or a 
sober batter who rarely gets on ·first? 
As long as an athlete is ready and 
able to play (regularly) what business 
is it of the team to interfere with that 
player's preparation? This could be 
tantamount to dismissal for engag-
ing in sex during the season; a physi-
cal drain is a physical drain. What 
about a fine for eating a candy bar or 
for riding a motorcycle. the dangers 
._ may be different but both can affect 
the athlete's a bility to play. 
The events now taking place in the 
sports world are not uncommon 
occurrences . Hollywood re~ently . 
went through congressional hearings 
regarding the prevalence of drugs on 
the set. What about Richard Dreyfus 
or Dan Hagerty and their experien-
ces with cocaine? Have you ever seen 
Burton and O'Toole act together, 
both drunk as can b~? Do not these 
famous and admired people have an 
affect on the impressionable? Con-
gress has had its drug and sex purges 
as well. 
One begins to wonder whether or 
not we should publicize these occur-
rences. I think politics is an appropi-
rate target for ~drug busters" because 
the nation counts on the politicians. 
The same goes for the military. But 
when the only thing counting on the 
user is a profit. why put the problem 
in the limelight and bring its atten-
tion to those impressionable souls 
who would otherwise be ignorant. 
Even though an event like Ellis ' use 
of LSD during a game is horrific and 
dangerous. it is very intriguing and 
may influence a youth to improve his 
or her game by using the same drug. 
News is news but if it is so important · 
to pwtect the young, why do we 
expose them? Allow the .athletes to 
answer to their teams and coaches, 
not to the morals of .society. Allow 
them to hurt themselves. not their 
fans . 
''WELCOME BACK'' 
lT'S PARTY TIME 
THURSDAY NITES 
at the SILVER SPIGOT 
2221 -MORENA BLVD. 







Plµs .oiher speciaf s! 
SEE YA THERE 
SUPER SPECIALS EVERYDAY-
~-" .....;. ~ .~ - , ~ ': 
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Profiling San Diego Practitioners 
U.S. Attorneys Office 
Profile: 
Jim Branni~an 
· by C. Naranjo 
Editor· in-Chief 
Jim Brannigan is a"! unassuming, 
easy-going 'gentleman, there is 
nothing outwardly striking about ' 
him. But behind his blend-into-the-
crowd appearance and his reputation 
for being low-key is an impressive, 
single-minded lawyer who has an 
;utstanding advocacy record and 
background. 
Mr. Brannigan is a graduate of 
· Tufts University where he majored in 
electrical engineering. While work-
ing for General Dynamics he put 
himse(f through USD Law School, 
graduated in 1965 and was admitted 
to the Bar in 1966. In 1967 Mr. Bran-
. nigan began working for the U.S. 
Attorneys Q[fice in the South.em 
District of New York where he prose-
cuted federal criminal cases. After-
wards he returned to San Diego and 
worked as Assistant U.S. Attorney 
from 1970 to 1976. The next eight 
years Mr. Brannigan spent in Maine 
splitting his time between the. Maine 
Attorney .General's Office and the 
U.S. Atton:zeys Office, where he was 
the United States Attorney for the 
District of Maine for a time. Mr. 
Brannigan returned to San Diego 
last September, and he now serves us 
as Chief of the Criminal Division for 
the United States Attorneys O.ffice, 
Southern District of California. San 
Diego is f ortundte to have such a 
renowned individual return to our 
fine city. 
FLEMING'S 
FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW. 
-LEGAL· EXAMINATION 
WRITl-NG WORKSHo·p. 
RECOMMENDED FOR All' STUDENTS 
WHAT THE WRITING WORKSHOP WILL DO FOR YOU: 
• Provide 12 hours of Intensive Exam Writing Technl"ques. 
• Teach' Exam Approach (including sentence struc ture, issue headnotes, factual analysis). 
• Develop Outline Organization Techniques within the purview of the Call of the Question (including identi fica-
t ion of major/minor issues}. 
• St ructure Adversary Arguments within IRAC Format. 
• Provide a Sentence by Sentence Analysis for six in-cl ass hypotheticals·. 
• Explain the "Do's and Dont's" of a successful exani ansWer. 
• Provide extensive 100 Page Writing Workbook. The material is not available anywhere in published form . 
··, . Most of all, traln 'you to Write Superior Answers. * In addition , each student will have the Opportunity to Write Two Exam Hypotheticals. One answer will be 
critiqued in class and one answer will be collected from each student 'at the conclusion of the second class 
session . The answer will be critiqued extensively through audio cassette and r'eturned to each "student. One 
blank cassette tape must be provided by.each student along with a self-addr~ssed stamped envelope (required 
for its return). 
SCHEDULE OF 'CLASSES: 
SAN DIEGO 
ORANGE COUNTY 
• Saturday. September 21 . 1985 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. • 8:00 p.m. 
* Satur.day. September 28. 1985 
* Sunday. September 29. 1985 
1 :00 p.m. - 7:00 p ._m. 
1:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
• Sunday. September 22. 1985 * All sessions will be held at California Western School of Law, San Diego, 
350 Cedar Street, Room 2G. · • All sessions will be held at Western State University, College of Law, in 
Fullerton, 1111 N. Slate College Blvd. Room 411 . 
FREE LECTURE - CAL WESTERN-SD, Thursday. Sept. 19. 1985: 12:15 -
1 :00 p.m .. Room 2G , 
FREE LECTURE - WSU-OC, .Tuesday. September 10. 1985: 12:15 p.m. -
1:00 p.m .. 5:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Room 206. FREE LECTURE - WSU•SD, Thursday. Sept. 19, 1985; 5:15 - 6:15 p.m .. 
Room 200. 
Pre-Registration Guarantees 
Space and Workbook 
Price $1 DO.DO 
ORANGE COUNTY 
• Saturday. October 5. 1985 
• Sunday. October 6. 1985 
12:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
12:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
• All sessions will be held at the American· Colleg'e of Law, 401 S. B·rea 
Blvd .. Brea (Imperial at Brea Blvd.) 
Course Lecturer 
Professor Jeff Fleming 
Attorney at La_w 
Registr:,ation At Door 
If Space Available 
Price $115.0D 
------------Legal Education Consultant-----------.. 
For the past four and one-half years , Professor Fleming. has devoted his legal career towards the development of 
legal preparatory ~eminars designed solely to aid Law Students as well .as Potential Bar Candidates in exam 
writing techniques and substantive law. Mr. Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep 
Seminars and First and Second Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of Baby Bar 
Review Seminars and the Founder and Lecturer of the Writing Examination Workshop. BOth are seminars involving 
intensive exam writing techniques designed to train the law student to write.the superior answer. In addition , he is 
the .Founder and Lecturer of Long/Short Term Bar Review. Jeff Fleming has succ_essfully tutored thousands of Law 
Students and Bar Candidates throughout California including Orange County,' Los 'Angeles, San Diego, and San 
Francisco. Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at Western State University in _ 
Fullerton and is currently a Professor at the Un.iversity of \'."Jest Los Angeles School of Law. He maintains a private 
practice in Orange County, California. · 
Please
0
typo or prin t REGISTRATION FORM 
Name 
Address 
City State Zip 
Telephone (Area Code) 
Law School 
Number ot Semes1ers Currenl ly Enrolled 
Workshop location to be a11ended 





Mission Viejo, CA 92692 
(714) 770-7030 
Form ot payment (blacken box) 
D Cf:ieck 
D Money Qrder 
LEARN TO WRITE ... THE RIGHT WAY 
. _.- ·" 
~-
ON THE UNITED ST ATES 
ATIORNEYS OFFICE IN 
SAN DIEGO . 
The U.S. Attorneys Office prose-
cutes ih federal court criminal cases 
which involve violations of federal 
statutes or occur in federal enclaves. · 
Examples of such are drug cases, 
alien cases, bank robberies, cases 
which involve peculiar federal issues 
such as false reporting on govern-
ment forms, federal income tax viola-
tions, and various types of fraud 
involving mail or interstate 
· communications. 
There are over 30 attorneys that 
prosecute criminal cases in the office. 
There is a Civil Division. The attor-
neys in the Criminal Division are 
divided into four units. There is a 
crtminal complaint unit which han-
dles the· re-active cases, such as some-
one getting arrested with a load of 
drugs at a port of entry. The criminal 
trial unit, of course, tries a full range 
of criminal cases. 
There is a special drug unit consist-
ing of the U.S. Attorneys own drng 
unit a nd the Presidential Drug Task 
Force. Shortly after the Reaga n 
Administration took office they pro~ 
posed a 'War on Drugs'. Throughout 
the country special drug task forces· 
were established in areas where there 
is a high volume of drug traffic. San 
Diego is one such area as is Miami. 
The Task Forces a re designed to 
combine the services of several inves-
tigative agencies in order to effec-
tively prosecute drug . dealers. The 
purpose is to combat drug dealers by 
prosecuting all aspects of dealing -
the financers, money' launderers, the . 
people taking money out of the coun-
try, in short, any a nd all individuals 
involved especially those more hi.ghly 
placed in the cha in of command 
rather than just the mules. 
ON THE CRIMINAL LAW 
The best thing about criminal law 
in this country is that the system is 
designed to tailor the punishment in 
the fi11al analysis to the individual 
criminal himself. One of the things 
that must be realized when you talk' 
about criminals and criminal law is 
that there are all types of people and 
all sorts of reasons people become 
involved in criminal cci.nduct. It is 
very difficult to generalize. 
There are ·various goals of criminal 
prosecution which include rehabilita-
tion, deterrance and punishment. 
The judge has to balance the punish- . 
ment aspect and the rehabilitation 
factor. Will the minimum amount of · 
punishment -straighten out his life 
and make him a productive member 
of society? Consequently, that pun-
ishment and rehabilitation must be 
balanced against the deterrent factor. 
Thus, if you have some type of crimi-
nal conduct which is rather prevalent 
and you give everyone who does it ·a. 
slap on the wrist then you do not 
really deter others from that crime. 
If someone gets involved in a 
crime with the intent of making a lot 
of money as opposed to a crime of 
passion, the criniinal must do · some 
balancing-in his own mind in deter-
mining whether the crime is · worth 
the risk. A perso·n who has the time 
to think about whether he will com-
mit a certain_ criminal act has to 
weigh the penal aspect. What possi-
ble penalties can he incurr? That 
rationalization may deter him but 
maybec· n~t. If. by experience he. 
knows that if he commits this or that 
·type of crime he will get 60 days pro-
bation if h~ is caught and he stands to · 
make a lot of money, he may take 
(continued on page 15) 
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Profile: 
Peter Hughes 
by C. Naranjo 
Editor-in-Chief 
Peter Hu[?hes personifies enthusi-
asm. Upon inquirin[? ahout the possi-
h iii ties of an interi•ie11· he 
immediate~\' heeds the request and 
SUf?f?est.1· it take place ll'ithin the hour. 
His sin[?le-minded de1ermina1ion 
immedia1e~1· ll'ins one~· respecl and 
his kindness wins one~· a.ff'ec1ion. His 
well-respec1ed s/a/ell'ide reputalion 
as a trial ad1•oca1e precedes him. 
Mr. Hu[?hes serves on !he Board 
of Trustees for the University of San 
Die!(o as Chairman o/'Jhe Constitu-
em Relations Commi11ee, is Chair-
man of' the Board of' Visitors ~/' 1he 
I.all' school at USD, is actil•elr 
involi•ed on the Board of' Governor.1· 
~l the San Diego Trial Lawyers 
Association. the American Board ~l 
Trial A d1•ocates, is a Fellou· of' the 
A1r1erican College of' Trial Lauyers 
among other California Bar activi-
1ies. He has also served on !he Board 
of' Directors ~/'the San Die[?o Bar 
Association andfor three years ll'as 
on the S1a1e Bar s'oard of 
Go1·ernors. 
Mr. Hughes is a ,;raduate, o/'Stan~ 
ON THE CRIMINAL LAW 
I have a varied type of practice 
within the framework of criminal 
defense. There is a great variety as 
crime occurs in a variety of circum-
stances which I have found to be very 
stimulating and exciting. Each time 
you have a case it comes· up in a 
different way. ;p. 
I am currently learning about the 
microwave telephone industry. I 
have ha d the opportunity to learn a 
lot about real estate. A case I tried 
was in Tucson. where I was retained 
as co-counsel involving a charge of 
conspiracy to steal government prop-
erty. involved learning all about the 
surplus aircraft industry. I handle a 
lot of ve hicular manslaughter 'felony 
drunk driving cases so I have learned 
11-0w speed is calcuated from centrifi-
cal skid. the calculation of speed 
from damage to vehicles and a whole 
gamut of things. 
The criminal law has provided me · 
wiih a variety of challenges that I do 
not think you generally learn in a 
different type of practice or profes-
sion. I do not think I would rather do 
anything else. 
My sentiments toward the crimi-
. nal law were reinforced when I was 
away from it for one year. Even 
though I was working on highly 
sophisticated civi.I cases which were 
far from mundane it was simply not 
the same challenge. It is exciting as 
hell to accept the criminal defense 
·challenges. 
I 'represent a wide variety of peo-
ple, many qfwhom are professionals 
having their whole future and pro-
fessional livt:s at- stake which are 
some of the highest stakes there are. 
The only higher stakes a re when you 
are playing for the ~real blue chips" 
which is a death penalty case. Fortu-
nately. I have only had one client that 
has gone to penalty as I have been · 
able to avoid first degree .murder 
penalties on all the others. But there 
have been other cases ·in which the 
death penalty was a possibility and it 
ford Lall' School. Upon /au· school 
graduation in 1953 hesen•ed the U.S. 
f?Overnment in Washinf?lon, D. C. 
1rnrkingfor the appellant division. In 
1957 Mr. Hu[?hes he[?an 1rnrkfor1he 
U.S. Atrnrneys Office in Los 
Angeles. He ll'as tran.~/'erred to San 
Die[?o as "head" of' 1he U.S. A11or-
ney.1· Office in San Die[?o in ll'hich he 
felt he u·as · d1iel ll'ilh no Indians.· 
One other assista/1/ and 1hree secre-
taries constituted the Southern Dil•-
ision ~/' the Southern Distrh·t of' 
California U.S. A11orneys Office. 
In 1959 Mr. Hu[?he.1· emered pri-
l'ate pralice u·ith tll'oformer districl . 
arrorney.1·. H'i.1· small jinn /a/er 
merged 11 ·ith another to form a 
medium si::e .firm. In 1977 he got an 
offer(i-om a large ci1•ilfirm tojoin as 
a la1eral senior parrner ll'here he 
u·orked/vr a· rear. In tha1 year he 
j(mnd he muld never leave criminal 
/au· and lefi the large firm in 1978 to 
ll'ork as a sole pract ii ioner and has 
heen 1\'0rking as such e1•er since. Mr. 
Hughes praclices almost exclu.1fre!r 
criminal defense 1i ·ork in the State 
and Federal Courts. 
was in · the shadow of the gas'·;/ 
ch!lmber. That is the ultimate respon-
sibility a lawyer can bear. When you 
go to bed you know you· are going to 
wake up and argue to a jury. What 
hangs is somebody's life. It does not 
get any more se_rious than that. 
I left criminal law for a year since I 
had an offer I could not refuse to 
become a senior partner in a 50-law-
yer firm. I had all the support you 
could possibly hope for. I was work- . 
ing on multi-million dollar business 
litigation and I was the 3rd in senior-
ity the day I joined the firm. There 
was a lot of attraction to the position 
but I realized it was not for me. 
For one thing. I did not like doing 
litigation by committee. Normally. 
trial speciality firms are · hired by 
other firms and decisions are made 
by committee. I was accustomed to · 
defending someone and accepting 
the entire responsibility for my deci-
sions even when a life was on the line. 
I did not have to elect a decision that 
t"did not feel IOO<Ji1comfortablewith. 
My clients by definition are not 
experts. My judgment controls and I 
feel comfortable making those deci-
sions which are better than trying a 
case by committee. It is like being on 
. a boat at sea. you need to have one 
captain. you cannot have five people 
on the bridge debating over 5 differ-
ent ways in which to avoid an 
iceberg. 
I think litigation is conducted 
more effectively if you have someone 
in charge and it is not a committee 
effort. By committee you are d~ling 
with other people w_ho are between 
you and the .client. The decisions 
made in tl;tat content arc not IOVii 
judgment calls by the lawyer 1n 
charge. 
ON CRIMINAL DEFENSE. 
CASES OF INTEREST 
I have handled quite a few white 
collar crime cases. Presently I am 
involved in representing the defend-
ants in a nmjor RICO and mail 
fraud charges arising. out of a con~ 
Next month profiling: 
Larry Campbell -- Fll_I_ 
"tract with a company that negotiated 
with t~e ,County to put in a micro-
wave telephone system for 24 million 
dollars. We just finished paginating 
over 1 million pages of documents. 
The U.S. Attorneys office is going 
through the documents to decide 
what we are going to use. Even so. 
the case is not as complex as it should 
be. 
They say conspiracy is the prosec-
utor's darling and RICO is the illeg-
itimate offspring . The civil 
application of RICO is misused and 
abused. I do not think it . was ever 
Congress~ intent to apply it to tradi-
tional businesses but rather to tradi-
tional organized crime. RICO has 
been twisted and turned and now 
utilized in basically inappropriate 
. situations such as the one I am cur-
rently involved in. 
I defended Judge Wenzell, who 
paid for the services rendered to him 
by a local bordello with a charge 
card. His was one of the few misde-
meanor cases that have been granted 
a change of _ venue. The case was 
tried in Orange County where he 
was convicted of 4 of 5 of the counts 
against him. The case went up on 
appeal. It was reversed, came back 
for a new trial and the D .A. 's office 
did not get the case to trial on time so 
the charges were eventually 
dismissed. 
I also represented Judge Wenz.ell 
before the Commission on Judicial 
Performance . . Th~ questi_on argued 
'·was whether or not his conviction of 
moral turpitude require{his removal 
from the bench. We were about to 
argue before the California Supreme 
·Court. but he elected to resign before 
the case was tried. The decision was 
never rendered but based on the 
tenor of the questions and the way 
the argument was going I am con-
vinced beyond question that had the 
_Court decided the case. they would 
have held his conduct not to be 
moral turpitude under the current 
mores and standards in California. 
In the end there were no convictions 
and no sanctions. Wenzell· is happily 
practicing in San Diego today. 
I was retained to represent Quinn 
Amara who was one of the two teen-
agers charged with executing a fam-
ily of four at old Camp Matthews 
and stealing the guns. It was kind of 
interesting in that it occurred on one 
of the few geographical areas in the 
United States which is exclusively 
federal land. Consequently. the State· 
had no jurisdiction and it was tried in 
the Federal Court. T hus. tliey could 
not have sought the death penalty. 
My client pied and the other defend-
ant was convicted. 
I have probably defended over 20 
people charged with murder. ' Only 
one client was convicted of I st degree 
murder and that case went to 
penalty. I\ was · kind of interesting 
because that was the lirst case that I 
was ever act'Ltally appointed on. Earl 
Melford Nelson had been charged 
with murdering his live year old step-
daughter and attempted ryrnrder of 
his wife. 
ON THE DEATH PENALTY 
I am . not totally morally against 
the death penalty _in that the state can 
never forfeit a life. What my quarrel 
is tha·t . it is usually a situation in 
· which there a re emotional issues that 
overtake. To ratiorialize the death 
penalty on the basis that it is a deter-
rent is a phony argument. I havs 
represented too many people that 
have been charged ~ith the offense. 
They do not think about their acts. 
People that are engaged in calcu-
. lated criminal conduct .do not ·deal in 
what _the sanctions are, they "deal " 
with 'whether they are going to get 
caught. or not. . It is falacjous to 
. ;;<~ :~. 
,, - :.~}.f' ~ .. : '• 
rationalize the death penalty on the 
basis of it being a deterrent. The only 
argument that is intellectually hon-
est is tl:iat it is a retributive thing. It is 
society saying collectively that we 
are going to balance the books, that 
. we want a toot,h for a tooth. Thf t 
. when something· is done that ·is so 
henious we collectively want to pun-
ish that person for the sake of pun-
ishment. If society is willing to be 
intellectually honest they have the 
power to do it. If society must expe-
diate that feeling of retribution then 
so be it. 
Nonetheless. in every single 
murder case that I have handled I 
have found that- there are truly mit-
igating circumstances. Murderers are 
often tragic people who are victims 
of an enormous amount of circum-
stances and exacting a po_und ofllesh 
for a pound of flesh is an inapprop-
riate thing t_o do. 
People have to think long and 
hard as to whether they have suffi-
cient perception to be a Solomon 
and make a Solomon choice. It 
reminds me of the parable in which 
Christ looks at the crowd that is get-
ting ready to stone an adultress and 
says, "let the one who is without sin 
cast the first stone" and everyone in 
the crowd turns away from the 
. youngest to the oldest. 
Historically the collective society 
has rirnde some tremendous mis-
takes. It must be kept in mind by all 
that you cannot reverse the process 
when you put someone in a gas 
chamber. lock the door and drop the 
pellets. It was the pillars of society 
that 'Were executing the witches at 
Salem. That was just a panic situa-
tion. a reaction by an inst:nsitive 
society. From the standpoint of what 
was done to those wom~n. it was just 
as painful as if it had been a group of 
Hell's Angels that had gone through 
there, yet it was ·the pillars of the 
church and· of societ y executing 
them. 
A more recent historic event. we 
are now all apologizing for was what 
did occur during World War 11 when 
we took American citizens who. just 
happened to be of Japanese descent 
a nd locked them up. We removed 
them from their property and treated_ 
- them like criminals. l_n retrospect. it 
was a panic reaction after Pearl Har-
bor was bombed. Society does not-
a 1 ways make rational decisions. 
either individually or collectively. 
. Right now crime is on everyone's 
mind. ' We are in a panic· situation. I 
• ·- ;I': ._ ·' · ~. 
am certainly interested .in the safety 
of my family but I am involved 
enough to know that to start trashing 
the Bill of Rights will not protect my 
family oi- anyone elses. Members of 
society do not always make rational 
and fair decisions. just because they 
get together and do something 
collectively. 
ON THE SAN DIEGO LEGAL 
COMMUNITY 
_In many ways San Diego is still . 
very much a small town. especially 
true as far as the legal profession is 
concerned. The San Diego Bar is a 
very clos.e knit group. There is a spe-
cial situation down here in San 
Diego where a person's word is his 
bond and you are presumed to be a 
person of integrity. The lawyers that 
··do not live up to that responsibi"Iity 
get to be known and their name is 
mud. There are certain rules of the 
road in San Diego and you just do 
not e_ngage in sharp practices. 
I think we have an excellent legal 
community here despite the size. We 
have that small town comaradie. 
You can depend oh a person's word; 
you do not have to tape a conversa-
tion. If someone agrees to something 
you can depend on it. Those lawyers 
who do not live up to that standard 
are identified very quickly. 
I do not think there is any place 
where you have a more casual rela-
tionship and yet the quality of the bar 
here and the lawing is highly compe-
tent. There is also a very good rela-
tionship between the bench and the 
bar. The judges treat the lawyers with 
courtesy. San Diego has been able to 
maintain a good image _and uphold 
high standards as far as lawyers 
ethics are concerned. 
ADVICE TO LAW STllDE''lffS 
As a student,· the most beneficial 
thing you can do is be· prepared for 
class which can best be done by 
briefing your cases. Getting the max-
imum amount from your class time 
should be the focus of your attention 
and the undiverted target of all law 
students. 
Find someth_ing you really enJoy 
rather than forcing yourself into a 
mold where you do not fit. That way 
·you will do what y<1u do well and you 
will make a good living doing it. I 
have -worked 7Yi of all Saturdays 
since I have been in practice becaust: 
I enjoy doing what I do! Listen to 
·your gut ·reaction. It is important' 
that yciu be happy"lr:i your profes-
sional future . 
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Trinity College in . Du~lin: 
Focus ·on 
Human Rights 
by Professor John J. Kelleher 
Music fills Grafton Street in · 
summer afternoons and tourists 
gawk at sidewalk artists plying their 
trade. Here a Mona Lisa smiles for 
pennies: across the way. Venus -
attempts modesty while stepping 
from her shell into the hectic warmth 
of downtown dublin. It's lunchtime 
and-a few blocks away shopgirls sun-
bat_he in Steven's Green. Everyone, 
tourists and Dubliners alike. seems 
enchanted by the magic of the sea-
son. Summer is special in Ireland. 
To a careful observer not all the 
students perching outside Trinity 
College's massive Georgian facade 
appear Irish. Some sport the more 
colorful clothing of Americans. for 
whom the "wearin' o' the green" is 
nearly religious . Almost all the 
Amef.icans are sun tanned and 
larger than their Irish companions 
with whon1 they chat freely. The 
Americans speak more loudly than 
the Irish and. hence. their side o(the 
conversation mingles with the music 
of motorcycles and street player_s. 
Downrown Dublin accepts. Nobody 
considers Americans foreign. They 
are cousins come in search of the 
family ties and lost culture. 
The Ireland Americans discover is 
not the "Old Country" remembered 
by their grandparents. New Ireland· 
is politica,lly to the left of America 
and. the ymmgest country in West-
ern Europe.' The average frish citi-
zen is - under. .. thirty. well ed1,1cated 
ahd 'u'nd~reniployed. -New Ireland is 
also the only ' country in the free 
world where folk music is more pop-
ular than rock music and both are 
living languages ora culture bursting 
headlong into tomorrow . The 
Fureys. The Clancy Brothers and 
The Dubliners share the summer 
concert c ircuit with U 2 and the 
unborn again Dylan. Children are. 
everywhere. 
The New Irish are young. toler-
ant. optimistic and exuberant. They 
need to be. They have il!herited an 
unprecedented legacy of foreign 
occupation. extermination. political 
suppression. bigotry and urban -vio-
lence. New Ireland is a virtual labor- . 
atory project in human rights, It is 
the one place where differences in 
language. ~~kin color and root cul-
ture are tew. yet prejudice runs deep.' 
. dividing the society and countryirito 
wa;ring fractions. 
Belfast.. just two hours' train ride 
to the .North is a pock marked. 
barbed wire hell-hole of an occupied 
city. Belfast resembles Berlin imme-
diately folowing the Russion rank 
- page at the conclusion of the war iri 
Europe. -Armored lorries rumble 
' twenty-four hours a day a·rid arc 
lights slash from unseen_helicopters 
hovering in the pitch black night. 
The presence of both is heralded by 
the deafening roar of unmufned 
engines. ·combat scarred elementary 
schools contain un~mil:ing d1il9.I'en. "~: 
R ublier bullets. bomhed out pubs. 
knee capping~ and partisan " e~ecu- _ 
. tions"are the fabric offheir lives. No . 
h1.u_sic graces the_\11nchtiri1e stres:~s'Qf •. 
~·-· .. 
The City · of the 
Dreaming Spires 
Austerity. punting along the 
Thames, bell towers ringing, warm 
beer. 'traditions & educational.excel-
lence, Oxford is an almost indescri .lr 
able experience. 
Oxford University. the oldest Uni-
.versity in Britain, comprises of some 
36 colleges. each of their own identity. 
and founder. Since its founding in 
1240. many famous peo_ple have 
graced (or d.isgraced) the Ul)iversity 
such as Margaret Thatcher, Oscar 
Wilde. and Dudley Moore. 
The city itself is centered around 
the River Thames. a source of pleasu-
rable "sport" such as punting. picnic-
ing. and beauty. Although packed 
with tourists in the summer months. 
Oxford draws a reclusive feeling as it 
\s tucked away in the Cotswold graz-
ing area of south-central England. 
Nonetheless. cosompolitan London 
is easily accessabie. being only an 
.Belfast. Her sidewalks contain only 
litter: her walls hurridely proclaim: 
"No Pope In Belfast" and "Hard 
Death. Supergrass!" They mean it. · 
When lunch is over in Dublin. the 
American students wander back 
inside the walls of Trinity College. 
Here. inside Triniti, there is a time-
less serenity. Cobbled courtyards. 
grassy la~ns and tenriis courts belie · 
the modernity oJDublin-and squalid 
reality of Belfast. In Trinity. there is 
time and space to think things 
by Jodi Leazott, Staff Writer 
hour away by train . . which run fre-
quently to meet the bustling cultural 
capital of Great Britain. 
However, culture is not lacking in 
Oxford. It is here where perhaps the 
true English traditions are most 
apparent. One can see a classic Sha-
kespearian play in the back lawn of 
one of the colleges for less than 3 
American dollars. approximately 2. 
pounds. Tea-time from 2-6 is rou-
tinely celebrated, where at Rosalee's 
"cream teas" consisting of scones. 
jam. real whipped cream, and tea are 
served daily in tine. English china. 
Punting. a classic English sport 
where one pushes a flat bottom boat 
along by a long pole. is popular on 
sunny days. as well as grass tennis for 
sport enthusiasts: And of course, 
there are.the pubs. with the best Brit-
ish "grub" and warm. beer a hungry 
student can buy oh a diminishing 
through. and freedom to try out 
fresh ideas on receptive ears. This is 
what US D's Law School is doing in 
Dublin at Trininty College. The 
Law .School's Summer Institute at 
Tri~ity College Dublin is focused on 
H uri1an Rights. Each summer since 
1983 USD has offered summer 
study in Dublin. If you are interested 
in attending this summer. contact 
Professor Lazerow. Director of the 
Law School's foreign programs for · 
further information. 
budget (Kidney steak pie and chips 
are always available for no more 
than what it costs for three air-mail 
stamps). The pub's only drawback is 
that they are customarily closed from 
2-6 for tea-time and again closed of 
their nightlife at 11 o'clock Uust in 
tim~ for dancing at the n1any discos). 
For the sun-worshipping Califor-
nians visiting for the summer. the 
weather leaves much to be desired. 
An umbrella is a ne_cessity in Oxford 
just as a pair of Vaurnets is while in 
sunny San Diego. In short. it rains 
everyday, at least_twice! 
The prograrn organized by USD is 
located at Magdalen College of 
Oxford University. Without preju-
dice. Magdalen College is considered 
one of the most beautiful of the 36 
colleges. largely due to its 100 sur-
rounding acres inclusive of a deer 
park along the River Thames. a 
cricket field. gardens and grass tennis 
courts. The College is also famous 
for its ancient . bell towe ~ which rings 
through the town. a 'celebrated spe-' 
cialty for the tourists but quite a nui-
- sance for the Magdalen residents! 
The rooms where our classes were 
held were authentically reminiscent 
of the past as well. complete with 
wooden (hard) ·benches arid located 
atop winding staircases. Although 
the "fellows" of Oxford (the regulars 
who are absent during the summer) 
are taught_ on a "tutorial" system. the 
. USD's program was similar t_o 
American classroom style. with a lot 
less tension (one wasn't called on at 
Oxford!). The "tutorial" system. used 
by the English. consists of meeting 
with a tutor once a week who reviews 
a 2.500 word paper based on 800 
pages of reading. (Our socratic style 
became less annoying to me after 
learning of the English method). The 
classes themselves were taught by a 
cross-section of professors, including 
th<ise from Oxford. USD and Har-
vard. to name a few. All were of 
remarkable caliber such as Protessor 
Sohn from Harvard. a known inter-
national legal scholar and author of 
The / .a11· of 1he Sea. 
Apart from the academic life of 
the pro.gram. a number of school-
organized activities 'were offered as 
well. Barristers took us on an official 
tour of the-Inns ol"Court in London. 
There. we viewed a crin'1inal trial 
where we evidenced "leading the wit-
ness" and the still existng tradition of 
judges wear.ing wigs. In addition. a 
trip to St rat ford-LI pon-A von to 
watch a Shakespeare play received 
large participation (although n1any 
.students' patie.nce found themselves 
in a pub before the 4 hour play 
enqed!). The program\ activities cul-
minated with an impressive final coat 
& tie banquet. complete wirh sherry. 
4 courses al)d abundant wine. 
Our extracurricular activities were 
perhaps even more ·:cultural" and 
memorable than all. The little spare 
time remaining was spent traveling 
all-over Europe. making cherished 
friends. frequenting such pubs as the 
Gate or the Turf. and attending the 
i:r<11.y. English-shocking Toga and 
50's parties in Magdalen (Maud-len) 
bar. organized by Party-king Jim. 
Benstead. . · 
/\II in all. the experiences on the 
Oxford program were invaluable 
·and unforgettable. Summer 1985 in 
Oxford is a m(,:mqry that will always 
.bt:7 relished! -
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"Oh, Raspberries!" 
Summer in .London is over 
But San· Diego is.just FINE 
The USO Summer Law Study 
program at.London offers both sub-
stantive courses in international busi-
ness law and emersion in one of the 
world's greatest cities. Six weeks can 
hardly suffice for all the diverse inter-
ests London has to offer. One does 
not have to be a "culture vulture" or 
"Anglophile~ to appreciate the mag-
nificient history of the city and its 
citizens. 
The institute is held at King's Col-
lege in the central west end and 
within walking distance of the Royal 
Courts of Justice and the Old Bailey. 
(the central criminal court) . King's is 
one of the oldest colleges in the Uni-
versity of London. As such it enjoys a 
prestigious academic reputation. 
Some of the institute's classes were 
taught by distinguished law faculty 
from King's who gave first hand 
insight into the English system of 
laws am;! lawyering. Indeed. one of 
the many benefits oft he summer pro-
gram is a greater interaction .between 
professors and students. 
The student body was well repres-
ented by many law schools through-
o ut the United States. Many of these 
students became so engrossed in aca-
demic pursuits they were unable to 
attend cla~s regularly. In add.it ion to 
daily classes. many legal and social 
activities were held. Among those 
were guest lecturer USO Professor 
Maimon Schwarzschild speaking on 
cultural differences; tours of the legal 
institutions; theatre parties; and a 
dinner dance on the Thames River. 
The best student accomodations 
for the price were the near-by George 
Williams House. Unfortunately. 
they stopped taking reservations in 
January for ··the summer and many 
students had to wait until their arri-
val to find housing. Al1ernative hous-
ing was available but largely a 
function of cost. Therefore. anyone 
interested in the 1986 London pro-
gram would be well advised to make 
resevations by December. 
For the first time visitor there arc 
two primary requireme.nts while in 
London. a raincoat and a map. The 
former because when it is not raining 
it is trying to. and the latter because 
nobody but policemen know where 
anything is. i\fter you have seen Big 
Hen. Buckingham Palace. St. Paul's. 
the Tower of London and a ·rcw of 
the many gr.cat museums. you might 
have some time and money left over 
to shop at Harrod's. There seems to 
be enough Americans at Harrod's to 
establish a small wealthy country. In 
any event: Harrod's can accomodate 
a shopper's desire for good values in 
woolens. china and raingear. 
Part of the enjoyment of London 
besides its excellent theatre and fes-
tive nightlife. is becoming acquainted 
with the quaint ways of its people. 
The first thing that seems to impress 
you are the manicured lawns and 
gardens. the old buildings and 
wrought iron fences. and their love of 
tea. Lots of tea. 
, There are many places to dine in 
London. however. any real English 
cuisine is best left to the English. 
T.here seems to .be a national contest 
going on in the restaurants to see 
how small a slice of meat can pe put 
between qld bread. This is probably 
the single reason for the long queves 
(lines) at McDonald's -and Wendy's. 
Nonetheless. the English · take in 
the calories with good and inexpen-
sive beer in the many pubs. The pubs 
serve as a convenient social gathering 
place and truly ai-e a pa~t of the char-
acter of London. You can purchase 
your preference of ale. lager. bitter or 
stout by the pint. which cuts down on 
the number of required refills. 
Within a.few weeks you will under-
stand London well enough to put 
away your map and acquire a few 
expressions. If you have just come 
from a great theatre performance 
you can exclaim that ·.it was "wack-
ing. smashing. greatff'. or. should 
you stubb your toe you may wish to 
exclaim "oh. raspberries!". 
Finally. there are a few things the 
first time visitor to London should 
know. First. look before you stop at 
a curve. Even if they are going the 
"wrong~ way. you do not have the 
right of way. Second. do not put any 
coins in any vending machine or pay-
phone. The risk is great that it will 
not work and still greater that your 
coiri will be lost. Lastly. a word is in 
order about tipping. should you find 
someone deserving. You do not usu-
ally tip the bartender in a pub. And. 
you have to check the bill in a restau-
rant because as many times as not the 
tip has been added in some obscure 
way. While London is great it's just 
not San Diego' 
The summer law study program 
USO oilers abroad is a great expe-
rience but nothing can beat the great 
life we have here in San Diego. 
.295-0202 
No Service Charge -
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD 





SAN DIEGO SPORTS ATTORNEY. STEVE NOVAK 
Steve is in the USD School of Law LL.M. graduate tax program. 
Steve Novak: 
As Sports Attorney,· 
He's . Above Par 
By Mike Saverino 
Sports Editor 
There is room at the top in the 
competitive world of sports law for 
those who persevere. Sports attorney 
Steve Novak honed his competitive 
skills at an early age. A top junior 
amateur golfer at fourteen, he trav-
. eled internationatry competing in 
tournaments. The Georgia native 
eventually received · a scholarship to 
play golf for the University of Texas 
at Austin; a perennial Division I 
powerhouse. 
After distinguished play at UT 
Novak joined the professional golf 
circuit with college teammate Ben 
Crenshaw. He played one year on the 
iour before deciding to pursue a law 
Novak is doing well these days, 
but the road to becoming a sports 
attorney was bumpy. "I attemped to 
get into the business dur.ing law 
school. I wanted to use that time. I'm 
·a big believer that_ you have got to 
make time work for you 11011'. Right 
away I got in touch with the top few 
agents in the country. Some of them 
didn't have time for me, a few talked 
to me. and most of them weren't very 
encouraging. It's a small world. 
There aren't very maf\y clients to go 
around. Realistically, it is a very 
tough area to break into." 
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What does Novak suggest to new-
comers faced with a scarcity of clien-
tele? Ma inly. he stresses basic values 
such as honesty, competency. and 
integrity. "First and foremost. be 
totally open with potential clients. If 
you haven't had the experience tell 
them that. Tell them what you can 
and . cannot do. You have to work 
within the bounds of ethics. 
"You want to go in and do the best 
job. you can for your clients, but 
you're the one that has to be in con-
trol. If not it will never work. It's a 
small world and players always talk 
in the locker room. That is where I've 
built my success." 
Regarding preparatory courses 
Novak emphasites basic contracts 
and any other contracts classes 
offered, anti-trust. negotiations, and 
plenty of tax. "You really need to 
have a good grasp of the tax ramifi-
cations of negotiating a contract. 
When you read headlines about a 
player signing a multi-million dollar 
contract, the issues are how many 
years and how is the money spread 
out. You're not just dealing with 
numbers. Numbers are very 
deceiving." 
'-----------------------~--------..career. At 22. he enrolled at San Die-
Novak's first client was Mike Gar-
rett. a former NFL running back and · 
Heisman Tropliy winner. He was 
doing work for Garrett and _other 
athletes. As the relationship devel-
oped, Garrett asked Steve to.handle 
his general business affairs. 
Though there is no substitute for 
hands on experience, Novak feels 
that working in any area of the law is 
helpful background for sports law. 
·The only way to really prepare your-
self is to do it. But every area of law 
has something to offer in the sense 
that it is going-to prepare you. and a 
good lawyer needs to understand 
many different areas. 
BULLFIGHTING: 
A Manly M.,ann's Act 
South of the Border 
b~· Reill}' Atkin~on IV 
Staff Writer 
Bullfights have always captured 
my attention . .The: excitement of man 
\. beast. the colorful rt:d capes and 
acrobatic positions or th~ matador 
cnncoct an t:xotic picture of the spec-
tacle. As a kid bulllighting appeared 
in Hoys Life mag;11.inc and pop song.~ 
likt: Sam the: Sham and the: Pharoahs 
-n Toro .de: (ioro the: Peace: Loving 
Bull." In t:ach. the: matador bravely 
battled the: liercc bull. Each conte~t 
im oh·cd a serious risk or life. 1 sup-
pose: the matador's wife and children · 
trc:mbkd with fcar -c:vcrytin1c he 
raced the black beast. 
Recently my bortht:r and I crossed 
the Mexican border and bargained 
for a taxi ride to Tijuana\ bullring by 
tht: st:a. After nt:arly leveling do1.cns 
of pt:dcstrians and a few buses. we 
arri\·cd safely. We wc:rt: not alone: in 
our tJUL'St and somehow the injured 
ex-matadors begging for pesos made 
it more: meaningful. The tickets were 
not cheap. $6 to $11. depending on 
the proximity to the death. Wt: chose 
the cheap scats. bought a ccrveza and 
headed in. Our high up scats. com-
forta blc cor1cretc. gave a view nearly 
straight down into the dirt ring. 
As we saL the lirst bull was already 
bleeding: ;, bright latex red bla.nk;t 
dripping .down its back. Six colorful 
spears were sunk into the bull and its 
tongue hung out pitifully. The mata-
dor, shiny clothing, enfuriated the buli 
with waves of his cape. When the mat-
ador shook his cape the bull would 
dutifully attack. To arouse the crowd's 
emotions the matador would spin with 
melodramatic Michael Jackson ease. 
Occasionally he would drop his cape 
and bravely stare the drooling bull in 
the eye. As Steve Martin would say, 
"what a wild and crazy matador."This 
poor bull was clopping around like a 
drugged prime roast and the matador 
thought staring at the bull was brave? 
After the matador had whirled 
and twirled to the crowd\ delight he 
whipped out his three foot sword. 
The crowd was as frenzied as a p~ol of 
kc·ding sharks. With ~-word gallantly 
held high. the matador lunged for-
ward. Unfortunately he missed. Four 
gallant attempts later the matador 
succeeded and plunged thc .-cntirc 
sword into the bull. The _ bull spun 
around a few times and st-uh1blcd to 
the ground. He sat with his eyes wide 
and gh11.cd. Quickly. a man ina white 
outlit severed the bull's spinal cord 
and wiped the blood on ihe dead 
buh. Two unruly donkeys dragged 
the carcas out of the arena. A man 
scooped up the bloody dirt. The mat-
ador strutted around the ring with 
his lists raised in triumph. The crowd 
cheered and threw !lowers and hats. I 
love the thrill or victory. 
The next hour was not a good one 
for the Tijuana bull population. Like 
a carefully written script. a fresh bull 
came snorting in the arena. With 
exuberance. and anger it smashed the 
wall and chased the associate mata-
dors. Then. two fat men rode in o~ 
padded horses and stabbed the bull's 
shoulders with heavy spears cutting 
its thick neck muscles. As the blood,. 
go's Wes tern Slate University School 
of Law planning a return to the 
potentially lucrative world ·of profes-
sional golf before long. 
"I decided to get something behind 
me. and I had always wanted to get 
involved in. the sports and entertain-
ment area of the law. I figured I 
would become an attorney and then 
go back on the tour, but that didn't 
happen." Instead he worked his way · 
into the sports and entertainment 
fields while passing the State Bar 
exams of Georgia and California in 
1981 . 
Four years later, Steve Novak is 
oric of the top agents in the National 
Football League. besides represent-
ing several broadcasters and pro 
golfers . His public speaking has 
brought him before the San Diego 
County Har Association and the Uni-
vcrsity Club as of late. He is cum:ntly 
eontinuir.ig his legal education in the 
LL. M . graduate tax program here 
at l lSD School of Law. 
Steve has also revived his golf 
game. Ht: now competes in four or 
five: intt:rnational tournaments ·a 
yc:ar. Last year in Brazil ht: won the 
South Amt:rican Classic amateur 
titk. Next month ht: returns to 
ddt:nd his championship. · 
!lowed, the bull became disoriented. 
The associate matadors then nimbly 
stabbed the bull .with six colorful 
barbed spears. With the bull's head 
lowered the nfatador finallv 
appeared. Each bull was butchered 
. each matador took his walk of 
glory. 
My educated brother informed me 
that matador means "the killer.'' It 
sums up the whole facade known as a 
bullfight. If you enjoy a lot of blood 
a.nd old fashioned brutality_ then go 
see a Tijuana bulllight. It's a wonder- · 
ful cultural experi~nce to see an 
animal tortured and then incompe-




ANSWERS: I. San Diego Padres: 
2. Rogers Hornsby and Ted Willi-
ams: 3. Carl Yastrzemski, 1967: 4. 
Gene Garber; 5: Bill Melton; 6. Dick 
Allen; 7. Rod Carew: 8. Wilbur 
.Woo~: 9. Hank Aaron, . Harmon 
_ Killebrew: 10. They were all switch-
hitters, Wes Parker, Maury Wills, 
Jim Lefebvre, Jim Gilliam: 
"I guess .1 was lucky, but 1 will 
never forget what Mike (Garrett) 
told me. He said .. 'Y ou put yourself in 
the position of being lucky.' 
· "l was working every day to make 
contacts. doing everything 1 could to 
get into the business. ·It's a difficult 
thing bec·ause there are a lot of closed 
doors. If you haven't been in the busi-
ness and you try to represent some-
one. they are inevitably going to ask. 
'Who do you . represent'!' 
"Even after you get ·a client it's ~­
slow process. This is not a traditional 
practice where you get a client a 
week. 1 f you get three 4uality clients a 
year you're doing good." 
Every year NFL agents attend a 
seminar that is divided into two sec-
tions. One is for the top. agents that 
represent ten or more active NFL 
players. It consists of about twenty to 
thirty agents including Novak . The 
other section · is for all the re~1aining 
agents. It consists of hundreds. Steve 
estimates that his section represents 
almost 95 percent of the NFL 
players. 
"For example, negotiating with an 
insurance company in a personal 
injury case has a lot of similarities to 
negotiating any type of contract. 
Doing rea·l estate law a~d certainly 
tax law will be invaluable to yo'u. 
"There .is no sports and entertain-
ment law in the truest sense. Perhaps 
in the casebooks there is. but realisti-
cally you are a business attorney 
represening sports and entertain-
ment clientele. Not only will you be 
negotiating their contracts. but they 
have everyday problems too. You 
have to hire experts in the certain 
areas in which you are working. You 
have to be a good general business 
lawver." . . 
Perhap~ the nature of the clieritele 
more than anythi.ng else gives this 
field its uni4ucness and appeal. 
These are professional athletes. their 
great physical skills often matched by 
their insecurity. They turn to agents 
(SEE SPORTS ATTORNEY) 
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'' THE BIG KNOCK: 
,, 
PETE'S CROWNING ACHIEVEME:NT. 
By Mike Saverino 
"The Big Knock". 4,192 . I was 
creeping out of my seat in fron~ of the 
television set. I cranked the volume 
and took in the scene: Riverfront Sta- . 
dium, September 11, 8:01 EDT, two-
one count, San Diego Pa,sires, · Eric 
Show, and so on. 
I was in"spired to write a s_izzling 
tribute to the Hit King. But after 
reading th.e heart-felt accolades by 
the professional scribes in the next 
morning's newspapers, I trashed my. 
scribbled notes. Insightful and mov-
. ing tesimony of Rose's crowning 
achieveme·nt was given by Mike 
Downey and Bob Friend of the Los 
Angeles Times and Barry Lorge and 
Mark Kreidler of the Sari Diego 
Union. 
The piece by Lorge was excep-
tional. I'm usually not a big fan of 
his. He tried to dupe San Diego with 
like Steve Novak for more than just 
occasional contract negotiations . . 
They require. personal attention and 
reassurance. 
Novak can relate to clients 
through his years 'of athletic competi-
tion. "I _understand what they go 
· through. I've done this for years tra-
veling around the world. It only 
makes me appreciate more the things 
my clients go through. 
"You have to understand that 
your clients are human. They have 
most of the same problems all of us 
have, yet they are at a disadvantage 
because of who they are. It's not 
always an enviable position. 
"Your client is going to want to 
talk to you. not to other attorneys 
you may have hired in specialty 
areas. In a sense you have to be a 
counselor understanding that maybe 
his problems are a little bit different. 
Novak again stresses the control 
an agent m·ust establish. "You have 
his last two Super Bowl predictions. 
He advised us to pick Washington, 
then Miami. Both times he reassur-
ingly wrote, "Trust me". This time, 
however his sensitive description was 
right on point. 
I offer a short tribute to the genera-
'tions of ballplayers encompassed by 
4, 192. I grew up with mid-sixties 
baseball. Since that time there has 
been a steady stream of milestones. 
In that respect I am part of a fortu-
nate generation of fans. 
We have been witness to three 300 
game winners (with twci more on the 
verge). Career marks have been 
established for home runs, stri-
\ keouts, and stolen bases just to name 
a few. There were the Amazin' Mets, 
three straight championships by the 
Oakland A's, and one of the best 
Woi-ld Series ever betwe~n °Cincin-
nati and Boston in 1975. Pete Rose 
to create a bond of trust. Make sure 
he reviews everything with ;}IOU, any 
kind of docunient that he is going to 
execute. He has to realize the serious 
nature of th'e position he is in, that 
perhaps some people are ~oing to ·hit 
on him that would hav.e no reason to 
otherwise talk to him.n 
Steve imposes on his clients the 
understanding that they are more 
than professional athletes, they are 
businessmen. While they are now 
making tremendous money. "one 
- day this i~ all going to be over and 
they had better start planning now." 
He encourages .them to continue 
their educations and earn their 
degrees if necessary or · train them-
selves to do something. "I strongly 
suggest they go out in the real world, 
observe and decide what they may 
want to do." 
For now they are under their 
agent's wing. ~I'm on 24 hour call. 
Certain emergencies arise and I've 
got to get an attorney ready or l 've 
got to fly out there. For what they are 
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put to.gether a 44 game hitting streak 
( 1978). Season records for strikeouts 
and stolen bases fell. Nolan Ryan's 
five no-hitters broke the record of 
Sandy Koufax. Eight players have 
reached the 3000 hits plateau. And 
now, one of those eight has become 
the all-time hir machine. 
Rose. battled the likes of Willie 
Mays, Hank Aaron, Koufax, and 
Roberto Clemente in their primes. 
He has carried over to a new genera-
tion with stars like Dwight Gooden. 
Pedro Guerrero. Dale Murphy, and 
Fernando Valenzuela. Pete symbol-
izes baseball at its best in any genera-
tion. His career numbers are a 
staggering statement of longevity 
and excellence. 
· . Congratulations to baseball's pre-
miere ambssador, Pete Rose, for a 
career of big knocks. 
paying me and for what I am doing. I 
need to give them around the clock 
· representation." 
A certain emergency arose in 1983. 
Ross Browner. then a defensive end 
for the ~incinn_ati _$_C(.1Jg~ls~uffer~d a 
four : game suspension. (along with 
three teammates) as a result of a drug 
investigation by the NFL 
Novak argued . his client's case in . 
arbitration before NFL Commis-
sioner Pete Rozelle. According to 
league rules the only form of appeal 
is to-go bad.< in front of the Com mis-
sioner. Novak settled for his original 
ruling (four game suspension) since 
the league was looking for a one year . 
suspension. 
His main concern was the effect an 
appeal might have on . his client's 
career.. the adverse publicity . . "Cer-
tainly we could have gone into fed-
BASEBALL 
TRIVIA 
I. Willie Mays hit his 600th home 
run against this 1969 cellar dwel-
ling team. · · 
2. Name the <;mly two players to ever 
win baseball's Triple Crown 
twice. 
3. Name baseball's last Tfiple 
Crown winner and the year in 
which he did it. --
4. Pete Rose's 44 game hit streak in 
1978 ended with Pete-striking out -
against this relief pitcher. 
5. In 1971. he became the first Chi-
cago White Sox player to win an 
American league home run title. 
6. In 197'2. a different White Sox 
player won the home run title. 
Name him. 
7. In .1977, he se.t ·an American 
league record (for 600 plus at-
bats) by hitting safely in all but 24 
games in which he played. 
&: He was both a 20 game winner 
and loser in 1973. 
9. Babe Ruth holds the record of 
hitting 40 or more ·horne, .runs 
eleven times. Name the two play-
ers who die! it eight times. , 
·10. What was most significant about 
the 1965 Dodgers starting infield? 
Also na.me them. 
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eral court. but you want your client 
to be able to play a healthy career. to 
get the benefit of the doubt. Let's face 
it these are big businessmen (man-
agement), and quite often what you 
can do as an attorney may be detri-
mental in the long run. You have to 
l~ok at the possible ramifications of 
your actions for whi.ch your client 
may suffer. You don't always want to . 
walk heavy-fisted." 
· The adverse publicity that Novak 
guarded against in the Browner case 
included requests that he and his 
. ,client. a ppear ·on the Phil Donahue 
show, and with Howard Cosen . on 
ABC's Sports Beat. "I wouldn't have 
any_part of it because I didn't want to 
publicize my client's problems. 
"It is important to know the local 
media; to have a rapport with them, 
because realistically it (adverse pub-
licity) may hapiJen. I'm more than 
willing to share information as long 
as they are fair. I understand they 
have to report these particular instan-
ces, but ·1 don't want them to beat it 
to death. There are certain times 
when I don't want them to use my 
client for a scapegoat." 
The Browner incident was such a 
time. Novak felt the Commissioner's 
office wanted to make a strong state-
i11ent on the drug problem in the 
NFL "It was just bad timing. They 
wanted to make an example of these 
four players so they suspended 
them.~ 
Novak's timing has been mostly 
good. it has led to healthy contracts 
and favorable playing conditions for 
his clients. 
A case in point is defensive line-
man, Gary "Big Hands" Johnson. A 
former Ail-Pro for the Chargers, 
Johnson was unhappy last year in 
San .Diego as the defense cqntinued 
to undergo change. · Novak en.cour-
aged a trade and Johnson wound up 
with the San Francisco 49ers in late 
September of 1984. 
Inspired by the new surroundipgs 
Johnson went on to win the Most 
Valuable Defensive Player award in 
last year's Super Bowl. Novak said 
that in the new environment .John-
son wanted to show he could play. 
"Gary is like a rookie now. This is an 
example where a trade rejuvenated a 
player." 
Days after the Johnson deal 
another client wide receiver (alvin 
Muhammad, was · traded from the 
Raiders to the Redskins. Early in the 
II 
ask for one and get it. I requested it 
several times. They (Raiders)· saw 
where perhaps they should make a 
trade and I encouraged it quite a bit." 
For the Redski ns Calvin took over 
. when All-Pro Charlie Brown went 
down with an injury. He played so 
well that the Redskins traded.Brown 
to Atlanta last month . . 
Situating his clients in the best pos-
sible ligl_it allows Novak to better per-
form duties such as negotiacing. If _ 
Muhammad had not been s.een as the 
deiignated sta rter "what happens 
~· when -we .negotiate his next contract 
in a couple of years. That would cost 
him a lot of money, plus endorse-
ment oppo_rt unities." 
When it comes to neg<?tia ting 
Novak emphasizes preparation. "Do 
any kind of investigation, call 
around. Find -out who you will be 
negotiating· against, where they come 
from, what their i.nterests are." 
"Most of the owners are ve ry 
sharp business people and they are 
very wealthy. Most of the general 
managers ha·ve a football back-
ground. It's not that they are so 
sophisticated in the business sense, 
but they have certainly hea.rd every 
story you're going to bring to them." 
As with most leagues the NFL 
uses a standard players contract. The 
only major items open to negotiate 
are base salary. incentives and 
bonuses. "Bonuses are better monies 
than incentives for the same price." 
You don't want to have those contin-
gencies so n~uch, but it is a bargain-
ing process. Certain teams are more 
willing to do incentives than others. 
The Cincinnati Bengals are not really 
interested in incentives. The Minne-
sota Vikings will write a book." 
Whoever the opponent whatever 
their tendencies, one constant for the 
agent is communication. "One thing 
you must do is communicate . . In 
negotiations whether you have a 
good relationship or bad, you have 
to keep the lines of communication 
open." 
Though he is one of the best in his 
business, Steve has paid a price that 
perhaps · many sports attorneys do. 
"Pro football to me is not so much a · 
sport now. It is a business and in 
some respects that takes away the ftrn 
of it. I don't necessarily enjoy watch-
ing it or standing·on the sidelines. or 
being-in the locker room. There is a 
lot more that goes on behind the 
scenes . .Professional football is a·ver)· 
1984 seiispn it was. apparent that the shrewd business." 
Raiders ~ere gropming Dokie;:)\/illi~ .· · · One last thought from Steve 
. ams of UCLA, to eventually- take Novak for those who wish to pursue 
over Cl if( Branch's . s_pot. Nova\ a career in ·spots law. "It is next to 
impossible, but I" guess nothing 1s encoura,geo Al Davj!! seyeral. rimes tq . . . . ~ ·,;:- . . . 
trade Ca1vin: - . ' ... , '. , '·:. · 1mpo_:;s1ble. 
He1JJ{11t's .outth~f "T rades _are·not_ -"'· 
,_ as ·e~sy~a~ ,J?ey sou~d. Ypu p_?n 't just ~-
_,. 
.. :·· ,.--~ 
~,,· · .... 
--~ .•. 
-.r,--
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The sanctitu 01 Human Liia D~es Society Have -the Right ·to Choose Death 
Rather Than Life for 
Its Unborn?· 
By Deirdre Shaughnessy Alfred · 
I do not hesitate to proclaim 
before you and before the ll'Orld 
that all human life - from the 
moment of conception and 
through all suhsequenr stages - is 
sacred. hecause human life is 
created in the image and likeness of 
god .. . When the sacredness of life 
before birth is a11acked. ll'e will 
stand up and proclaim that no one 
ever has the authority to destroy 
unhorn life. 
These words of Pope John Paul 
II state the teaching of the Catholic 
Church on abortion. The Pastoral 
Constitution of the Church in the 
Modern.Wofld states that "(a)bor-
tion and infanticide are abomina-
ble crimes. " The Catholic Church 
has only one positon on abortion: 
it is morally wrong in all cases . 
Catholics are not alone in their · 
beliefs. Members of many different 
. religions. as we-II as people of no 
religion. share the same belief 
about abortion. In facr, in recent 
years. Evangelicals and other Pro-
testants. as well as members of the 
Jewish faith have been in the fore-
front of the fight to protect the life 
of the unborn · child . 
On January 22, 1973, in Roe v. 
Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the 
United States Supreme Court 
made abortion-on-demand the law 
of the land ._ In an exercise of raw 
judicial power, the · Court struck 
down abortion laws in all 50 states. 
At that time. most states protected 
the unborn child from abortion 
'and folly recognized the unborn 
My Endangered 
Daughter, Dawni 
By Lee Brown 
· (wife of a ·physician and non-
denominational Christian) . 
My daughter is a inen1ber of an 
endangered _gi-oup. She is fast becom-
ing a classic. The courts have 
· declared open season on all like her. 
They are now out of production._ 
What is the crime that justifies cap-
ital punishment? To have the bad 
taste to be born with an extra chrom-
osome. Tbis so disturbs our society 
that through searcli and destroy tac- ·. 
tics, Down's Syndrome is rapidly 
being eradicated. -The new scientific 
method is the murder of the unborn. 
Dawni may not have a h'igh l.Q. 
but she is_ far happier and she gives 
more happiness than many geniuses 
I have known. These children retain 
the guilelessness so admired in all 
children for their entire lives. Per-
haps this is one reason th,ey have 
been condemned. Their very inno-
cence is an. offense to· the murderers. 
And our daughter is bright enough 
to know that it is wrong to hurt 
another human being. She is· com-
passionate enough -to champion the 
cause of anyone too sick or too help-
less or too tiny to -help themselves. 
She does find some normal people 
slightly boring, but she would 11ever 
rule against their right to live, to go 
on being· boring. And she_ could 
never toierate seeing even a boring 
person hurt iri any way. 
When my h,usband .- and l try to . 
imagine lif( .. without this most urti-
(continued on page 15) 
child's person hood, whatever his 
or her ges_tational age. 
Recently, the Reagan adminis-
tration, through t-Iie Jus-tice 
Departme~t. ha_s filed an amicus 
curiae briefwith the United States . . 
Supreme Court asking that the 
by Ann August 
Family Law Attorney 
Court overrule its 1973 decision in 
Roe v: Wade. The Reagan admin-
istration augues that "the textual, 
doctrinal, a·nd historical basis for 
Roe v. Wade is so far flawed and 
. .. is a source of such instability in 
the law that his Court should 
reconsider that decisi'on and on 
reconsideration abandon it." 
Indeed , ·as Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor wrote in her dissent in · 
City of Akron v. ·Akron Center for 
Reproductive Health. Inc., 462 
U:5. 416; at 458 (1983): "The Roe 
framework ... is clearly on a colli-
sion course with itself." 
As good and just people, we are 
obligated to study abortion in 
depth . As in any intellectual per-
suit , we have an obligation to seek 
the truth . If you have not studied 
a bortiori ·in depth, you have an 
obligation to s_tudy it and· to .seek 
the truth. If you have studied abor-
tion in depth, and have found the 
truth, you must act accordingly. 
Aspirin or Abortion 
Article by John Cavanagh 
Retired Educator, Administ·rator and Teacher 
I retired about ten years ago after 
working for many years. 1 was aware 
of the horror of abortion. but I did 
not want to get "involved". My-sister 
had -been wor ITT ng to defend unborn 
children for many years. but despite·· 
her efforts to get me involved. l res-
isted . Then. last November. quite 
suddenly, l was struck by a sense that 
l could no longer sit by and do 
nothing while millions of babies were 
being murdered. I knew that I had to 
join my sister and thousands of oth-
ers like her who were fighting_to save 
the lives of unborn children. 1 present 
two items for your consideration 
today. I think that both of them will 
surprise you. 
SEE AMERICAN 
WAR CASUALTIES BELOW. 
Did you know that public school · 
employees CANNOT dispense an 
aspirin to a st"udent without the par-
ent's or a doctor's written 
permission? 
BUT!!! 
According to 66 Op. Att'y Gen. 
224 ( 1983) public school officials in 
California have the authority to 
excuse a pupil from regularly sche-
duled classes to obtain medical servi-
ces including an abortion. The 
opinion further states that these pub-
lic school offitials are under no legal 
duty to notify the parents or guard-
ian of the public school pupil who is 
excused from school early to obtain 
medical services even if this means 
obtaining an abortion. 8 
Let's stop this terrible abuse of 
human beings arid get on with a 
moral society. 
- REPRINTED FROM HERITAGE HOUSE 
G RIM STA TIS TICS 
"Your children are not your children.-
.. . They come through but not from 
you . . . " 
The Prophet - Kahlil Gibran 
We are outraged when innocent 
persons are murdered. We militate 
against battering and violence- par-
ticularly child abuse. Further, we 
extend our compassion to endan-
gered animal species: we save the 
snail darter, save the condor, and 
save the whale~ We send feline and 
canine pets to ·humane society shel-
ters with adoption offered as an alter-
native 'to death: 
But, as an aftermath to the infam-
ous . decision of Roe vs. Wade in 
1973, what can we say of the more 
than 17 million defenseless human 
lives destroyed by abortion - the 
ultimate child abuse - with no 
chance for adoption, no option to 
live? 
It is intellectually dishonest to 
maintain that society should protect 
against the battering of children but 
deny the same protection to the even 
more defenseless unborn child. 
The biblical co.mmandment 
"Thou Shall Not Kill" is the precur-
sor of present day legislation pres-
cribing both violent injury to and the · 
taking of the life of another as crimes 
against society. Traditionally, in con-
sonance with J udeo~Christian prin~i­
ples and rigid abortion laws. the . 
medical Hippocratic oath protected . 
the unborn. 
Two decades ago, we were _ inun~ 
dated with editorials and accounts of 
frantic women driven to the dark 
alleys to relieve themselves of 
unwanted pregnancies. often finding 
an inept a_bortionist with a dirty 
curette. Equally distressing are the 
stories of deforn~ed children and vic-
tims of incest or rape. 
Now. less· than 3 percent of all 
abortions in the U.S . are performed 
to save the life of the mother. or to 
prevent a deformed child, or for 
. incest or qipe. Further, of all expo-
sures to incest and rape, less than 2 
percent result in pregnancy. 
WAR CASUALTIES 
Each cross-mark represents 50.000 people killed . The war casualties represent all American combat-related deaths. 
REVOLUTIONARY WAR 25,324 1 
CIVIL WAR 498,332 tttttttttt 
WORLD WAR I 116,708 tt1 
WORLD WAR H 407,316 tttttttt 
KOREAN WAR 54,246 t·. 
VIETNAM WAR 58,655 t1 -
tttttttttttttttttttttttt 
WAR ON THE UNBORN 19,500,000 tttttttttttttttttttttttt 
... since abortion was· legalized in 1973 ttttttttttttfttttttttttt-
. . . . tttttttttttttttttttttttt 
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
ttttttt ·ttttttttttttttt ttt t tttt tttttttttttttttttt 
t ttttt t ttttt tttttttt t t tttttt tttttttttttttttt tttt 
ttttt.tt.ttttttt tttttt_tttttttttttttttt.tttttttttttt 
. ttttt"ttttttttttttttft:ttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
ttt-tt-ttttttt'·tt'tttttttt'tttttt .. . .. . . . . .. . . 
More than 97 percent of all U.S. 
abortions. are performed for socio-
economic convenience. Such statis-
tics demonstrate blatant irresponsi-
bility for sexual conduct, an obvious 
lack of understanding of abortion, 
and a lack of respect for unborn life. 
Pro-abortionists say abortion is the 
mere removal of a bit of protoplasm, 
similar to an appendectomy, tonsil-
lectomy or adenoidectomy. But no 
tonsil. appendix or adenoid has ever 
been known to ripen into a person, as . 
does the conceptus if left 
uninterrupted. 
Theologically, we recognize the 
inviolability of the unborn and its 
right to live. God has delegated part 
of his work to man and woman -
through the exercise_of their procrea-
tive faculties - with the creating of 
each new life. 
Medically, the concept us is a conti- · 
nuum with all of the capacity to 
. become a complete person at the 
moment of conception. Recent evi-
dence shows that as early as 7 weeks, 
the unborn child has measurable 
brain waves! This discovery is espe-
cially significant since brain waves 
are recognized as a basic standard for 
-determining whether a person is 
legally dead or legally alive. 
Roe vs. Wade must be overruled. 
Under the aegis of law. an unborn 
child should have the right to be born 
irrespective of . the circumstances of 
its conception, whether by incest. 
rape. or with the threat of deformity. 
If the unborn could speak - given 
the option of life with defects or no 
life at all -- would it not cry out: 
"Please! l want to live!" 
Each human life is unique! No 
man-made invention can , equal 
God's masterpiece .. Therefore. in rul-
ing on the crisis cases, society -must 
weigh the equities:. ls it greater hard-
ship for one life to be inconvenienced 
for a mere 9 months, or for another 
to be deprived _of its life altogether? 
,_ Overturning 
.Roe v. Wade 
A Student's Perspective 
By John Roqitz 
Several factors make overturn-
ning Roe v. Wade, the precedent 
for general abortion on demand, a 
legal action that · may be highly 
desireable. The fii:st is an argument 
· based on the precedence of opinion 
counter to Roe that western society 
has held since a~tiquity. This over-
whelming weight of precedence is 
rarely considered , much to our dis-
advantage, since it was · clearly 
based on concerns deeper than 
mere medical risk . Explaining 
away society's long opposition to 
abortion as another manifestation 
of oppression of-women is to use a 
superficial argument to obscure 
inquiry and understanding info . 
what could be a potentialy enlight- · .. 
ening area of guidance. 
Another argument against .Roe 
is that"while everyone presumably 
agrees . that once a fetus. has 
achieved that. magical status of 
"human ·life" it shou.ld not be 
(cont_inu~d -on page 14) 
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ABORTION 
Don't Make The Choice For Us 
(Student's PerspectiVe) 
Personally, I would never have an 
abortion, but I would defend to 
death my right to make that choice. 
Although I won't exercise my option 
for an abortion, I would never. pre-
sume to impose my morals, religion, 
or views on other people concerning 
this matter. Abortion is a very pri-
vate issue and the essence of a free 
society is keeping private choices 
inviolable from assault by the 
government. 
All women should be allowed the 
freedom to make sensitive decisions 
con_cerning their bodies and futures 
without interference from any 
branch of the government. Not incid-
e'ntally, these branches of govern-
ment are overwhelmingly dominated 
by men. That these anti-abortion 
men may be well-meaning I do not 
doubt, but why aren't they as quick 
to impose fertility restrictions on 
men if they are so sincerely worried 
about unwanted pregnancies? I find 
,men who condemn women for hav-
ing an abortion oppressive ·and 
unreasonable because. these men can 
never be caught in this situation. 
How . can .anti-abortion advocates 
aspire in a free and democratic 
society to compell compliance to 
their ethics and only their ethics? 
There are practical reasons for 
allowing women to retain the choice 
about an abortion. I feel it is wrong 
to force women to bring more 
unwanted children into the world 
and subject them. to neglec_t and 
abuse. In Jo1;1es v. United States, .113 
U.S. App. D.C. 352, 308 F.2d. 307 
( 1962), a young unwed mother, Shir-
ley Green. gave her child to a family 
friend to avoid the embarrassment of 
the child in the Green home. The 
child died of malnutrition and neg-
. lect. The court held that .the family 
friend could be convicted of involun-
tary manslaughter only if the jury 
found she owed a .legal duty to t~e 
child. Obviously, nobody cared 
about the fate of this ten-month-old 
baby. The question remains: is it 
worse to abort a fetus in the first 
trimester, or abuse ·_:__ maybe even 
murder-an unwanted child? Which 
is more respectful of the value of 
human life? Jones was decided prior 
to Roe v. Wade. Adoption is not the 
cure-all for unwanted and unex-
pected children, either. Allowing a 
woman the option of giving the child 
up for adoption does not negate the 
intrus.ion upon her liberty and pri-
vacy that forcing her to carry a fetus 
to term involves. 
If the Supreme Court overturns 
Roe v. Wade, abortions will con-
tinue. This is a fact of life. The 
wealthy will go abroad for abortions 
and the less fortunate will seek out 
illegal clinics with questionable ... 
safety standards. By outlawing abor-
tions the government is not solving 
the, problem of unwanted pregnan-
cies; it is just turning its back· on the 
people and their rights. Today the 
choici; to have or not to have an abor-
tion is available to every one and, in 
the end, isn't some choice better than 
no choice at all? 
Plann~d Parenthood 
An Alternative 
I am pregnant, upset, frustratecl, 
single and alone . .1 have no education 
and no job. My boyfriend has left me 
and I am six weeks pregnant. I am 
afraid. 1 Where do I turn? I have a 
right to my own body - which is 
about all I have at. the moment. I 
want to make the right decision but 
more importantly, I want the oppor-
tunity to make the decision. I do not 
want a child coming into this life suf-
fering like me ... 
This situation is frequently 
repeated at Planned Parenthood 
("PP'), where the sentiment is pro-
choice. As Janet Stanley, Project 
1 Director of PP, states, "Who are we 
to dictate that another woman must · 
go through her pregnancy? . Each 
woman has her own mind and ability 
to critically analyze ·her own situa-
tion. We have not lived in her shoes!" 
Women have the right to the privacy · 
of their bodies as decicjed in Roe v. 
Wade. "We at PP do not believe in 
mandatory motherhood," stated 
Stanley, ·expressing the view that 
because all women have the choice to 
continue ·their pregnancies, a con-
trary decision about their mother-
hood should not be denied to other 
women.-
Stanley recommended that all stu- · 
dents read Roe v. Wade and realize 
that only abortions in the first trimes-
ter are legal. She also stressed the 
importance of listening to the view-
points of other people with an open 
mind. Stanley states, "It is important 
for people to realize that .even people 
who are pro-cha.ice do not want an 
abortion after the twentieth week." 
According to PP statistics, 90 to 95 
percent of abortions occur within the 
. first twelve weeks of pregnancy, 50 
percent of abortions occur before 
nine weeks, and less than one percent 
occur in the twentieth week or 
beyond. 
The philosophy of PP, according 
to Stanley, is very pro-family. "No 
coµnselor makes any decisions for 
the mother, however, .we do support 
her decision." Therefore. the decision 
made.by the pregnant woman deter-
mines the role PP plays in promoting· 
the quality of life. · 
PP has educational programs to 
assist both families and single moth-
ers who .have to cope alone. The pro-
grams help facilitate the parent-child 
(continued on page 15) 
Right To Due Process of Life 
By J. 'Leazott 
Staff Writer 
Right to life? What about the right 
to quality of life? Who should judge 
quality, you ask? Let's take a look at 
the realities rather than the ideology. 
A baby should be allowed to be 
brought to its world by wa!}t. not by 
unwarit. Agreed? As far . back as 
Adam and Eve a child needed the 
love of the mother to nurture and · 
grow. as well as the father's. Without 
such love and care. the quality of the 
child's life is seriously impaired. The 
results of this void 'in the child's life 
has been shown to surface in ' the 
form of ho.stility. insecurity. and 
emotional instability. 
Contingent with that premise. a 
couple of situations are worthy of an . 
unwanted child and the mother gives 
the ~hild for adoption? lhe first step 
of the baby's life. then. is confronta-
tion with a denial of its right to the 
parent's natural love and care. The 
harmony is broken .. The child is 
denied its right to proper nurturing. 
The natural right is usully substituted 
by a surogate. Sure. adopted parents 
can be better parents than the real 
parents ever could be. but the bond 
that exists from a true mother and 
her child resultant from the preg-
nancy and . birth ·can't .be substituted. 
The adopted parent must learn to 
love their .new child. easy as i.t may 
be. Nonetheless. initially the child is 
d.enied its "~ue process" of life. let us 
say. A true pro-life advocate would 
stress the notion that we can't makea 
decision for the child's life. So then. 
we can choose which parents the 
child will have? At any rate. implica-
tions exist and the quality of life of 
the child is altered. 
Perhaps a more persuasive argu-
ment for pro-choice. however. lies in . 
the second situation to be discussed, 
which is perhaps more common. 
This unfortunate situation involves 
the true mother keeping her "not 
really wanted" or "unplanned for" 
child. This can be the reverse of the 
first situation discussed. but the child 
again is deprived of some "due pro-
cess of life". Often keeping the baby 
was a second option. Initially. the 
parent may thwart their plan. to give 
for adoption in exchange for a tem-
poral desire to keep the child upon 
giving birth. a natural instinctual feel-
ing. The child may grow to find out 
it's not wanted in the end nor loved 
by the parent. A_gain the child is 
short-changed. its life less (jian ful-
filled and lacking. Another angry 
and confused child. 
I do agree that these situations 
may not always turn for the worse. 
Sometimes. they may be unexpect-. 
edly rewarding. Butthe realities exist 
and unfol,'tunately the child or the 
mother suffers. The right to quality 
of life and "due process" of life is 
sacrificed. You may argue a denial of 
some. ~due process" of life is better 
than no life at all. But as I see it. life 
doesn't begin until the moment the 
baby departs from the mother's 
womb. And then. at that point. it is 
too late to choose. The right to life is 
required. And speaking of right to 
life. what about the mother's right to 
life. choice. and happiness"1 
So given the choice. wouldn't you 
rather choose? 
ABORTIOn: A conSTITUTIOIAL PERSPECTIVE 
It's My Party 
And I'll Cry 
If I Want To 
by Guy Harrow 
Staff Writer 
By Julie Cardenas 
Managing Editor 
A chapter of Professor Siegan's 
new work tentatively titled the 
Supreme · Court '.1· . Cons tit ut ion 
addresses the issue of sexual privacy 
and abortion.· This work is a com-
mentary on the Supreme· Court's , 
interpretation of the Constitution. 
This article will briefly outline Pro-
fessor Siegan's work. 
It is Ii kely that the justices decided 
the abortion issue based on their own 
preconceived views. All or parts of 
the abortion statutes of50 states were 
declared unconstitutional because 
the majority of the Court believed its 
action would improve society. Black-
mun wricing for the 7-2 majority in 
Roe 1•. Wade. 410 U.S. 113 (1973) 
argued that the damage resulting 
from state's rest~ictions on a wom-
an's desire to exercise this personal 
liberty are obvious. He argued that 
the woman would experience psy-
chological and physical har-m stem- · 
ming from the pregnancy, childbirth. 
and rearing of an unwanted child. 
The Justice cited no historical 
basis for his interpretation, relying 
instead on the elasticity of the due 
process clause. As Justice Rehnquist 
states in his ·dissent, this is a right' 
"that was apparently completely 
unknown to the drafters of the 
Amendment." 
If this was not the intent of the 
framers then what was the intent'! 
The framers regarded due process as 
a guarantee of life. liberty and prop-
erty. The Amendment was written in 
general terms allowing future genera-
tions to interpret the specific mean-· 
ing. The decision in Roe v. Wade was 
not an appropriate exercise of that 
discretion. 
The court .used the Fourteenth 
Aniendment in Roe v. Wade to hold 
that a woman has a fundamental 
right under the due process clause to 
decide whether or not to terminate 
pregancy. This means that only a 
compelling interest of the state can 
justify limitations of the woman's 
right to abort. 
What then ·are the state's interest 
that are involved in the potential reg-
ulation · of abortion? As the preg-
nancy proceeds from conception the 
state's interest in regulation are two 
fold. J) protect the health of the 
mother and 2) preserve the fetus after 
it .becomes viable: These two goals 
are n·ot consistent and can cause con-
siderable uncertainty for state legisla-
tures. As· Justice O'Connor pointed 
out. advances in medical science 
allows the viability of the fetus at 
points closer .to conception. and also 
reduces the risk of abortion making 
it safer for the mother to abort closer 
to the date of birth. The legislature 
may be caught in the middle seeking 
to satisfy both goals. It inay have to 
speculate about what is accepted 
medical practice. 
. . Justice Blackrtmn in attempting to 
prove ·that the majority's opinion is 
correct asserts that the right to pri-
vacy is broad enough to encompass a 
woman's decision to abort. The.right · 
to privacy is protected under the.due 
process clause. However. the due 
process concept is intended· to pro-
tect natural and fundamental liber-
ties from oppression of the state. To 
argue that due process permits exter-
mination when one of its major pur-
. poses is to preserve life seems 
contradictory. Termihating a preg-
nancy is not the same type of social 
action as eliminating oppression on 
one's right to privacy. 
The Roe i•. Wade decision made 
the right to an abortion a fundamen-
tal right which subjects all state regu-
lations to the strictest scrutiny. Not 
all rights are subject to tliis high 
· standard of review. It .is interesting to 
note that economic restricitions by 
the legislature are subject to minimal 
scrutiny while the abortion legisla-
·. tion receives ihe highest level of 
examination. 
the political process. The priority of 
Ii berties are in the realm of politics, 
not the J udi<.:iary. As Alexander 
Hamilton had interpreted judicial 
power. the Judicai-y was 'to protect 
the constitution aganst legislative 
encroachment here . . however; it is the 
Judiciary itself that has , made the 
encroachment. 
Justice White in his dissent in Roe 
1•. Wade stated that in this very sensi-
tive area .in which reasonable men 
may differ " .. . I cannot accept the 
Court's exercise of its clear power of 
choice by interposing a constitu-
tional barrier to state efforts to pro-
tect human life ... " 
The majority however. rejected 
White:s arguments and has gone 
even further in pronouncing its view. 
, In Planned Parenthood of' Missouri 
1·. Danfimh. 428 U.S. 52(1976). the 
Court extended the right .to have an 
Where does this strict .scrutiny and . aboriion to rninors . Minors no . 
compelling interesJ rule come f.rom'I longer need a parent's consent to 
As Justice Harlan states in his dissent have an abortion. The court in effect 
in Shapiro 1•. Thompson, 394 U.S. has thus limited th~ authority of the 
. 618(196~)."I knowofnothingwhich family. Justice Steven's who dis-
.entitles this court to pick out particu- sented from the majority argued that 
lar human acrivities. characterize the issues.are not purely medical. the 
them as 'fundamental'. and•give them ' minor'~ decision will impact he~ 
added protection under an unsually entire life and it is at this time that 
stringent equal prote~tion test." Th.e parental guidance can be most 
result of this creatio9 of a fundamen- helpful. 
tat right is that the Court removes Minors generally are not afforded 
nearly all the power ·over the area the same standing in law as adults so 
covered by ·the fundamental right. it does not follow that they must be 
compromising the separation of given the same libei;ties. It should be 
powers arid the federal-state balance. of great concern t.hat the Court has 
Strict scrutiny in effect . is supr~ thus imposed its will in a n1atter _so 
macy of the Judicial Branch. the vitally involved ·in .a'!d, with' family .. 
Judiciary has . .virtually· terminated .. ; coh.esion: · · .. 
Pro choice. that is what this coun-
try is based on. A woman's body is 
her own. ~ociety imprisons those 
whci force a woman (or a man) to do 
a thing against their will. How can 
tha't same society force'-a woman to 
give birth to a child she does· not 
want. How about arrestingJerry Fal~ 
well for conspiring to commit this 
forceful act"' 
I am a man. I only have to deal 
with certain issues. I do not ever have 
to make a decision to have. an abor-
tion. On the other hand. in order to 
support the right to abortion I niust 
relinquish control over my desires in 
. deference to that of my pa11ner. Then 
again. I do not want to be .forced to 
be a party to an unwanted birth . . 
If we· force women to ha\'e their · 
unwanted babies should we regulate 
the substances women .put in ·their 
bodies'1 Alier all. their bodies would 
have become the tools which society 
use~ to replenish itself. Men wm1ld 
also have to be regulated . They 
supply the seed. These regulations 
might extend to be a ban on contra-
ceptives. John Paul would ha\e 
Hea\'en on Earth. 
Pro Life argues that life begin~ 
with conception. Those who would 
give indi,·idual rights to embryos and 
fetuses have O\'erlooked important 
ramifications. Black's defines bir.th as 
the act of being wholly brought into 
sqiarate existence. That .means 
whoe\'cr was concei\'ed on ll nited · 
States soil. ,accixding Hl 1.he deli ni-
t ion l'if re·deral citizens'hip. w;)uld . 
ha\·.e . the right i;) bei.:ome a citizen 
· r.continuel{on.page 15) 
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Catholics and· Their · Church on Abortion:· Disaareement 
Dr. Jane Via, Catholic Theologian silenced. 
By Julie Cardenas 
Managing Editor 
Jane Via. a scripture scholar and 
a ttorne y. ha s been effectivel y 
silenced by the Catholic diocese of 
San Diego. In June the St. Thomas 
More society. · an organiza tion of 
.Catholic iawyers cancelled scheduled 
programs by Via. Other sche<;luled 
ta lks ha ve also been cancelled . 
Bishop Leo Maher has officially 
banned Dr. Via from speaking in 
public catholic forums within the 
San Diego Diocese. The diocese ref-
ers to this situation as a temporary 
postponent sJating that once Via 
signs a statement that she· agrees with 
the Church's teaching on abortion 
the sanction will be removed. · The 
problem has now become a conflict 
in issues and the scholars' right to 
freely discuss the substantive issues 
of the Church. 
What -caused all this controversy? 
The .problems arose when Via chose 
tci sign an ad published by Catholics 
For A Free Choice. This article was 
pu!J.lished in the New ". ork Time 
Octol:ier 7. 1984. Ninty-six other 
prominent catholics also signed the 
ad. 
According to Dr. Via. this ad was 
in response to the direct attack the 
Archbishop of New York inade on 
vice-presidental canidate Gerald.ine 
Ferraro's stance on abortion. Ms. 
Ferraro. a catholic. stated that she 
was person_all.y_ against abortion but 
she would not legislate her feelings 
for the American people. The New 
York Archbishop's attack was so 
strong that' implictely catholics felt 
they could not vote for Ferraro. Via 
also states. "that there is a suspicion 
that if a man had taken the same 
stance the Church would not have 
leaned so heavily on him." 
Father John Proctor, Jr. a cannon 
lawyer for the diocese stated that Fer-
raro chose an immoral and incorrect 
stance. According to· Proctor "The 
Archbishop of New York was forced 
to speak out against Ferraro because 
she lived in his jurisdiction." Proctor 
also disagrees that the outrage ofthe 
Archbishop would have been lessend 
if the vice-presidental candidate had 
been a man. 
It. was in the midst of this cam-
paign fever and the· Catholic 
Church's public outrage that the arti-
. · : · cle appeared in the New .Y orkJimes. 
·: The letter in Via's view was "factually 
pertinent to a sociological reality." In 
her interpretation of the letter three 
facts . and views were promulgated. 
Fi~st that the Church should dia-
logue with women on abortion, 
· secondJy. that believing practicing 
Catholics disagrees about abortion 
and lastly, that the Roman Catholic 
';" theologians do not agree on this 
The Catholic Church interpreted 
the letter as pro-abortion. The 
Church was outraged by two particu-
lar statements in the article. The 
statement that "there is the mistaken 
belief in American society that this 
(all abortions are morally wrong) is 
the only legitimate catholic posi-
tion." The second statement points 
out that some Catholic theologians 
hold ... even direct abortion though 
tragic can be a moral choice." Bishop 
Maher stated that the letter did not 
simply call for a dialogue but "it went 
completely against the teaching of 
the Church in a public way." 
The Catholic teaching on abortion 
is that there is no objectively moral 
abortion . Proctor stated there are 
situations where moral responsibility 
can be mitigated. (relating to the con-
cept of culpability). however the 
wrongness is still objectively . main-
tained. Therefore. he states that there 
is no objectively moral abortion and 
to say that there is a moral choice for 
abortion is in direct conflict with the 
teaching of the church. 
The primary question then is what 
is the basis for the Church's stance on 
abortion'? As Jane Via. a scripture 
scholar states "There is no mention 
of abortion in the New or Old Testa-
ment. The basis is therefore. 'Thou 
shalt not kill' one of the ten com-
mandments." However, Via argues 
that ''For the Church to hold that 
abortions under any circumstances 
are objectively immoral under 'Thou 
shall not kill' and at the same time 
maintain that nuclear war is not 
always immoral speaks of inconsis-
tency within the doctrine. If there are 
c.xceptions to the general rule of 
·Thou shall not kill', than there must 
be a consistency in determining the 
theoritical basis for the exceptions." 
According to Via "We a_re not deal-
ing with issue .of sacred life but with 
ecclesiastical sexism." 
Furthermore Via arg_ues that 
many of the issues which are taboo 
involve sexual issues; birth control. 
abortion, women clergy and married 
clergy. As Dr. Gary Macy. a theolo-
gian at USD states "Historically the 
leadership of the Church is a close 
· celibate male· group and issues 
involving women are . difficult both 
psychologically and sociologically 
for these men." 
A historical perspective of this is 
realized through the rnarried clergy 
issue. There have always been mar-
ried Catholic clergy in Eastern 
Europe. This is not a theological 
issue yet it is still an issue for .the 
Church. The Church's belief is that a 
non-married man will dedicate more 
time.to the ,church, A secohd impor-
tant aspect to this issue is t_har t)le pres- · 
~ 
' 
ent clergy is the last of the all male 
clubs of the eighteen hundreds 
that organized and ran parts. of 
society, i.e. academics and religion. 
Psychologically these men perhaps 
without intending have a desire to 
keep the power within.their close knit 
group. The result according to Dr. 
Macy "is ·the exclusion of women and 
the difficulty in relating to women's 
issues." 
• The problem as s_~holars view it is 
the ability to openly discuss teach-
ings of the Church, i.e. abortion. Per-
haps the difficulty lies in terminol-
ogy, where the Church seems to be 
arguing that discussion is tantamont 
to disagreement with Church teach-
ing while the scholars are stating that 
discussion does not mean disagree-
ment. 
Scholars point to changes in 
Church teaching and the Church's 
stance throughout history. In 1964 
the Syllabus of Errors, was published 
which compiled a list of the con-
demned teaching by the Pope. It was 
condemned to promulgate the con-
cept of separation of church· and 
state; today obviously this is not true. 
Secondly it was condemned to say 
that a Protesant could be saved, how-
ever today the Church's stance is that 
Protesants could be saved. As late as 
the eighteenth century usury was still 
condemend by the Church whereas 
today it is not. 
Proctor on the issue of Church's 
doctrine and its subject to change 
argues that abortion and the 
Church's stance on abortion is a 
divine ·law and therefore is not one 
that can. be cha_nged. Proctor says 
that the basis for the · teaching on 
abortion are; the scriptures divine 
natural law and authorative teach-
ings of th\: Church. He states that as 
far bac_k as the Didache the teaching 
has been consistent that abortion is 
objectively evil. Furthermore accord-
ing to Procter within the Roman 
Catholic Church dialogue is always 
circumscribed by the teachings of the · 
Ch1:1rch. 
The problem is determing where 
the line is beyond which scholars can-
not cross? Theologian Edward Schil-
le beec kx in Holland, has been 
writing and discussing the divintity 
of Jesus. This is certainly a discussion 
of the Church's fundamental doc-
trine yet he has not been 'silenced'. ' 
So what is the fate of the Catholics 
who signed the ad? Of the twenty 
four women religious who signed, 
the Vatican asked them to recant or 
face discharge from their orders. One 
nun has recanted, however, the other 
twenty three . are standing firm on 
their conviction. The four priests 
who signed reca11ted within twenty 
four hours. The nuns are still part of 
the order and no further steps have 
been taken. 
Proctor said that recently Cardi-
nal Jean Jerome Hamer while in the 
. United States said that the. signers qf 
the article must make an action of 
reconciliation. The Church therefore 
has not let the issue subside. 
Professor Daniel M acquire a 
tenured professor at Marquette Uni-
versity has also had four of his lec-
tures at other Catholic school's 
cancelled. Professor Via is prevented 
from speaking in any public Catholic 
forum in the San Diego dioceses. 
Dr. Macy in support of Dr. Via 
will also not speak in any public 
Catholic forum in the San Diego di<r 
· cese. Are we to lose the valuable 
input of-these professors or will the 
church and the . professors come to 
some agreement? 
Proctor argues that the issue is hot 
freedom of speech. He states ' that 
"The constitution is .not parallel to 
the faith of the_Roman Catholics . ~ 
As a cannon lawyer he agrees with 
the sepration of Church and State. · 
Proctor states "We are talking 
about two different realities. As a 
member of a faith system one tnust 
ascribe to the authority of that sys" 
tern . ~ The issue is the system of belief 
and the right of the Church to protect 
those beliefs. 
ROE V. WADE 
(continued from page 12) 
aborted (except in certain limited 
circumstances), the medical com-
munity has not been able to state 
with any degree of unanimity when 
that time occurs. It would seem 
much more palatable to our con-
cept of sanctity of life to err on the 
side of caution with respect to 
human life, rather than to err on 
the side of personal choice. 
A "person's right to control his 
-or. her own body" is not and has 
never been a completely sacrosanct 
consititutional right. For example, 
it is a crime to comrnit suicide. The 
prevailing current of thought 
seems to be that people should con-
tra! their own bodies as long as 
serious harm or death does not 
result. If however, serious harm or 
death could result so~iety 's rights 
take precedence over the individu-
al's. Not knowing the hard answers 
about abort.ion and when life beg-
ins in .the womb is not cause to act 
as though the above line of reason-
ing is irrelevant to the aborti.on . 
_question. , 
To conclude, because of our rel-
ative ignorance concerning when 
life begins in the womb, it is appar-
(continued on page 15) 
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The Children's 
Fund Initiative: 






You may shortly be hearing about 
"The Children's Fund", a California 
initiative that many friends of the 
unborn are working to place on the 
:lune, 1986 ballot. The California 
Constitution gives people the right to 
make law through the initiative pro-
cess. The Children's Fund is an initia-
tive that will take the 30 million 
dollars on California taxpayers cur-
rently spend on abortion and trans-
fer those same dollars to provide care 
for handicapped children. 
California is only one of 13 states 
that have taxpayer-funded abortion. 
Of the 215,000 abortions paid for by 
state tax dollars each year, California 
accounts for more than 100,000. 
If the initiative passes, the 30 mil~ 
lion dollars that is c;:urrently used to 
pay· for abortion will be diverted to 
"programs that help disabled.and han-
. dicapped children. Over 630,000 sig-
natures of registered California 
voters must be collected by 
December, 1985 to place "The Child-
ren's Fund" initiative on the ballot. If 
you would like further information,· 
please contact The Children's Fund. 
2418 "K" Street, Suite B. Sacra-
mento, CA 95816. The telephone 
number is (916) 443-3110. Support 
life for our children. not death. 
·. (continued from page 12) 
qudy individual personage, the stark 
bleakness t~at would replace the 
sweetness, the funniness, and the 
quaintness again cause us to realize 
that this one was God's special gift to 
us. She is the frosting on the cake of 
our childbearing days. She .is so 
pretty, so funny .. and so loving that 
she is the deiight of her sisters and her 
brother. Their faverite stories are the 
Dawniisrns they have gathered over 
the years~ 
Of my three girls, Dawni is the 
only one who plays a musical instru-
ment. in spite of the years of piano 
lessons for the other two. When 
Dawni had her first accordian lesson 
I watched carefully, reasoning that I 
could learn and help her over the 
rough spots at home. The first time I 
draped that equalizer around my 
neck, I developed great respect for 
anyone who could master "Lady of · 
Spain!" It is very like trying to pat 
your head and rub you middle. After 
a few embarrassing moments, Dawni 
gently explained, "It is too hard for 
you, dear," and removed the big box 
from my pitiful efforts. She. now 
plays five instruments. 
She loves to type, hook rugs, do 
needlepoint, listen to her records of 
Christian music, watch television. 
and develop her growing skill in pho-
tography. She is the one who tells me 
the date when I am writing a check. 
She is also the official time keeper for 
the family, never removing her dig-
ital watch exeept to bathe. She knows . 
all of the family birthdates and anni-
versaries and plans for each celebra-
tion with joy. We get handmade 
messages for all holidays, including 
Groundhog Day. 
If she sees my face looking sad, she 
rushes to comfort me - either by 
patting my head, hugging me, or rub-
_bing my neck - and murmurs, 
"There, there, dear. I'm here. You 
and daddy still have me home, you 
·know! And Jesus loves you, too!" 
How can I tell her what if is that 
causes my heart to mourn? First it · 
was the many groups of learned ones 
on talk shows or panel discussions 
proudly proclaiming that women in 
their forties (I was in my twenties!) 
no, longer need to fear pregnancies. 
They simply have the . test and if the 
results show that the baby is Down's 
Syndrome, presto! An abortion is · 
the new wonder cure! My heart longs 
to cry out to women to tell them not 
to kill the treasure that God has 
formed in their womb and entrusted 
to .their care. If they are unable to 
care for the baby after birth, they still 
will have given that baby what no · 
one else in this universe could - the 
gift of life. And they will have given 
the adoptive parents what no one else 
could have given them - the abso-
lutely never-to-be-duplicated unique 
precious being, created in God's 
'- image. Each one as individual a5 a 
fingerprint or a snowflake, and each 
one with an eternal soul. 
But today this madness in our 
society has spread to the point where . 
it is no longer necessary to use the 
excuse· of the danger of a "less-than-
perfect" baby. The courts and laws 
have declared open · season on all 
babies simply for being unwanted. If 
being unwanted were reason for 
being eliminated, what an empty 
planet this would be! Possibly many 
of the medical men of murder are not 
POST-ABORTION. 
SUPPORT GROUP 
wa_nted but that does not mean th,~)( . 
, ~ _ ... , should Be ·11-itlfdered.'. P"ciSsibly they 
are fortunate that abo~ion 'Yas ille-
gal when they were in their mothers' 
wombs - and not strong enough to 
fight the doctor. for the right to live . . 
by Cynthia, Counselor for RACHEL 
Two of five women have suffered 
abortion. If most people knew 
beforehand what they discovered 
later, they would not have chosen 
· ~bortion. Most of them regret their 
decision, discovering too late the hor-
ror and reality of their "choice". 
Aside from the possiple: if not 
probable damage or side affects fol-
lowing an abortion, many women 
are faced with loneliness. depression. 
suicidal tendencies, low self-esteem, 
isolation, marital distress. or little 
sex.ual desire. Often they end the rela-
tionship which resulted in preg-
nancy. Proba bly the most over-
whelming emotion which a woman 
experiences is to find that after abort-
ing her child she is unprepared for 
the feelings of isolation and unworth-
iness before God. As for the non-
Christian, she may feel she is forever 
isolated from entering into a per-
sonal . relationship with the living 
.God. 
seling group meets the needs of the 
abortive woman or man. RACHEL 
consists of women who .. understand 
because they too have experienced 
abortion and they minister the heal-
ing of Jesus. Christ. Concerned with 
the whole person, RACHEL views 
abortion as a symptom of an already 
existing problemi We at RACHEL 
have experienced abortion. Some of 
us have experienced more than one. 
We all have been healed through 
Jesus Christ, our Savior, and He has 
given us a concern for the abortive 
woman. Because the need is great we 
are training others how to minister to 
the abo.rtive woman. . 
Those wanting to talk with some-
one who has experienced abortion 
and has been healed. please contact: 
RACHEL, (Ellen Greagrey, Pres.) 
3784-B Mission Ave., Ste. 314, 
Oceanside, CA 92054. HOTLINE: 
(619) 726-6062. 
We must not .ignore the father ' of Planned 'Parenthood 
an aborted baby : who is also (continut:dfrom page 12) 
affect'!!d. In ma·ny relationships it is communication and assist women in 
the man who i.nitiates sexua l rela- developing techniques to discover 
tions and therefore he m~y· f~el°' a~ . ·their own values. 
increased or l:ieight.ened . se.nse _of . ' " pp · has ~h(!lped many woine~ in · 
responsibility for ihe loss of thei.r their most diffi<;ult times by advising 
child. Th us. many men experience ·women on .the individual lev.el. The 
post-abortiqn oppressio n as do aim of the agc;ncy is not to promote 
many womeri. . .· . - ~ . ·'· ab~rdon,' b~t to help w.omen.:make . 
RACH EL. a ·post-abortion coun- .i ' the .right '.~.ho ice. -· . ".: 
:..-~~~~~~·_... _·:~~~' ~~~-
If this insanity is allowed to con-
tinue there will come the day when 
the sound ' of a child's laughter in a 
playground will only be an echo of a 
time past. 
Farewe!L dearest babies, meant to 
enrich our land, o~r lives, our world. 
Some of us will grieve for you, our 
hearts broken for the loss. The loss of 
the priceless treasure of you. The loss 
our land's most valuable heritage. 
The loss of your smiles, your laugh-
ter, your youth, your wasted contri-
bµtions. But most of all we shall miss 
the indescribable joy that warms the 
corners of our hearts when our eyes 
see that baby in the crowds, that one 
who locks eyes across the room and 
smiles, then laughs with the joy oJ 
life. 
It's My Party 
(continued from page 13) 
without naturalization. l ca.n envi-
sion aliens claiming citizenship for 
their chi ld because nine months 
before giving birth they crossed the 
b'order and slept together. 
That is a speculative and quite 
humorous argument against a pro 
life ,position. T he: more compelling 
a~d serious ~nti-Orwe_llian argument 
discussed above should be consi-
de.red by all men and wo·men . 
An()ther ar_gvme.nt is the populati-
o ~ j ~c.ono~1ls; well-being of t·he 




Brannigan: continued from page 6 
that risk. 
The financial motivation often 
plays a large part in the decision to 
commit a criminal act. As money 
often leads people to criminal con-
duct, so does excitement. MatC:hing 
wits with law enforcement to some 
people is a lot more thrilling than 
being a bank teller or a school 
teacher. 
ON CRIMINAL CASES 
OF INTEREST 
While in Maine, I supervised the 
Attorney General's homicide prose-
cutions for the state. On~ of the cases 
'-.. . 
which I thought was one of the most 
. interesting was a murder case whc:;re 
a fellow had done away with his wife- . 
and disposed of the body. We never 
did find the body and we convicted 
him of murder based on circumstan-
tial evidence. I thought that was very 
significant. 
Interestingly, there was a fairly sig-
nificant series of drug cases that ·~ere 
prosecuted here in San Diego involv" 
· ing a group called the Coronado 
Company. When I was in Maine I 
prosecuted a Coronado Company 
case. They smuggled a load of drugs 
into Maine and got caught. I prose-
cuted that case in Maine, and now I 
am back . in San Diego working on 
some aspects of the case here. A good 
number of the lawyers that defended 
the case in Maine came from San 
Diego and I knew them all. 
A lot of times you feel you were 
very successful in cases which were 
not so notorious. You feel good 
about a case-you handled well even 
though it might not necessarily be a 
case of great notoriety. 
ON THE FUTURE OF 
CRIMI·NAL PROCEDURE 
One of the things I certainly would 
like to see happening in the near 
future, is the speeding up of the crimi-
nal process .. Nonetheless, .in some 
cases it is-advantageous to the public 
to have the cas·e take time. Through 
the investigative process the case may 
expand and much more be disco-
vered about the scope and involve-
ment of others in the criminal 
conduct. 
One of the things that has hap-
pened over the year~. is that the issue 
of guilt and innocence seems secon- . 
dary to the process itself. There are 
· all sorts of motions filed and people 
litigate over whether some agent 
crossed his t's and dotted his i's in his 
report and the thing seems io get 
awayfron1 the issue of guilt or inno-
cence of the accused. I think that 
perception .has caused a lot of dissa-
tisfaction among the general public 
who cannot understand why this 
technical nonsense is goi~g on." What 
what happens to the majority of 
thes.e unwanted births. The burden 
of the taxpayer is multiplied by the 
competition for consumer and agri-
cultural goods. Allowing this prob-
len1 to evolve is the prelude to a 
Chinese style birth regulation scheme 
where fap1ilies are allowed one child· 
a nd fin c;d or shunned if. they have 
more. 
Where the extremes are "evil" a 
compromise of the. middle ground is, 
sane. To allow anyone to force . 
another to do one thing o.r the other 
. goes against the very grain on which 
thi~ nation was founded. It is the indi-
vidual won'lan who~e life is affected 
you should be concerned about is 
whether this guy burglarized my 
house or not. It would be nice if the . 
process could be simplified so that 
we could get back to the issue of guilt · 
or innocence. 
For example, in the Hedgecock 
case there was art awful lot of litiga-
iion over whether the district attor-
ney had some sort of personal 
vendetta against the mayor. Whether 
. he does or does not, if there is proba-
bly cause to believe that the mayor 
committed the crimes charged then 
· he should go to trial. 
Often times the focus gets misdi-
rected from what the real issue of the 
case is. That is not to say we should 
go to some sort ofinquisitory system. 
The systeri1 we have . is pretty good 
but sometimes it seems that we are 
more concerned with the process 
than what we should be concerned · 
with:, 
Further, you can't really blame the 
defense bar for this circumstance. 
Nowadays our society is very litigi-
ncius and if a lawyer does not file 
some motion, even if it does not have 
much merit, a lawsuit charging mal-
practice-may be the line. Many lawy-
ers look for ·riovel grounds upon 
which to bring lawsuits, to bring 
someone into court, to get money for 
their client. That affects how attor-
neys feel and act because they are 
potential targets. 
ADVICE TO LAW STUDENTS 
If a law student is interested in 
litigation. my recommendation is 
that they apply for a position with a 
District Attorneys office. In just · a · 
few years he or she will ·have terrific 
exposure to the litigation process.· 
The cases in the D.A. 's office move a 
· lot faster and there are a lot more· of 
them. If your goal is to litigate get as 
many jury trials under your belt as 
you can. 
An attorney can make a big mis-
take by getting into the litigation div-
ision of a large law firm and sit 
around and carry 5omeone's brief 
case for years without ever trying a 
case. In the D.A.'s office you are very 
quickly picking up files and g5ing to 
Superior Court to try cases. 
The material you learn in · class 
really does matter! I had a goal of 
geting through law school and get-
ting on with my life. I was already in 
my thirties. I knew what I wanted but 
a niore scholarly approach to law 
school would have been fun. If you 
have the luxury of time take a scho-
larly approach to all of your studies. 
Being familiar with how the law 
. developed in a particular area can 
give you a good insight into where it 
is going in the future. 
by a pregnancy. There is no place for 
Intervention by .a tribunal of men or 
women in that individual's decision. -Roe v. Wade(continuedfrom 14) 
ent that ·any policy_ decision will 
have to be made knpwing there is 
an even clµnce that it will 'be in 
error. Given this. is i.t better to err 
on the right to life side. or .the pro-
choice side? It seems that in the 
worst case. i.e. life b~ginnin.g int.he 
first tri,n~ester. lega lized abortion _ 
on demand cou ld turn o ut to be the · 
most fondament al ly fl awed a nd 
morally bankrupt decision in our 
country's history. 
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If enrolled with BARB RI by Novembe·r · 8, 1985. 
You will receive the following .benefits: 
- -
I) FREE use of BARB RI nationally-acclaimed Califo,rnia Outlines. · Instead of buying 
commercial outlines, you may use BARB RI outlines for: Civil Procedure, 
Contracts, Constitu~ional Law, Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure, Real Property, 
Torts, Community Property, C9rporations, Evidence, Remedies, Trusts and Wills 
(A $200 plus . saving~). 
2) FREE First Year Lectures. 
3) FREE preparation for The Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam. -
4) . FREE use .of audiotape lectures in your local BARBRI office. 
' · ' 
. For More InformationCQntact Your Local Campus Representative or 
-
Linda Workman S-'86 
Crystal Gummeres S-'86 
Scott Rowe S-'86 
Kevin Young S-'86 




11801 W. Olympic Blvd. 
Los Ari'geLes,_ CA 90064 -
(213) 477-2452 . ' 
the BARBRl Office. 
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1407 First Ave . . 
San Diego, CA 92101 
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